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KEEPING WILLIAM H. ON THE JUMP
--

WHITE HOUSE IS

HARRIMAN

FEARFULLY

OUT FOR A

IN HIS WORK

SPREAD AND

TO BAD

Tip

IT SEEMS

RUINOUS

Unmentionable Crime Taft and Hughes Are Now
the Favorites of the NaCut His Own Throat and
tional Administration.
Severed Wrist Arteries.

Minnesota Senate Tables Res- Worst at Denver Since 1865
olution Endorsing President
-P- ueblo Still In Grasp
Against Harriman.
of Storm King.

After

DEFAULTING

BRYAN HAS SELECTED

UDITOR

Stealing Day After He
tered Office as Denuty and
Kept It Up to the Close.

COMPLETED IN

HIS NEXT PLATFORM

ENDS BY DROWNING

Ik-Qn-

SIX OR SEVEN

Ke leg ate

to Hear Railway
Ownership But Discuss Taritf.
Trusts and Money.

Will

En-

When the
New York. April
...
of Benedict Glmbel, In which he
u charged with assault on a hoy and
20.

'

attempted bribery, was called in court
Daniel
'oday,
Glmbel's attorney.
o'itlelly. Informed the magistrate of
;imbel'B attempted suicide last night
and Kald that he was unable to appear in eoort.
O'Rtelly wild that the doctor In
harge assured Mm there is little
rliancn of Glmbel's recovery. May 4th
had been net for Olmbol's exnmlna-- i
inn.

SMITH PARIS EXPECTS
MANY

BIG

RELATIVES

IN

MONEY

1907

.

FIRE IN MANILA RUINED

1100

iork, April 20. Mysterious
death as he waa In life, James
Henry Smith left a fortune of
or 176,00,000, for which an
aged mother, a brother and slaters, as
well as other relatives never before
heard of by the world, may enter con.
ii?st.
There are frequent and
reports of a tight in the courts
but close personal friends express the
belief that Mr. Smith partitioned his
i;reat fortune so fairly that his rela-rivwill find no grounds for contest.
line sister, of whom ihe world has
known, Dady Mary Cooper of London,
leaves tomorrow for New York with
lior hueband, Sir George Cooper.
They will meet the body of Mr. Smith
hen it reaches Chicago from the
Orient, where Mr. Smith died while
on u honeymoon trip
around
the
wrld with his bride of a few months.
James enry Smith, known In Wall
treet and to New York society as
Silent Smith. " Inherited about
eight years ago from a relative who has been spoken of as his
uncle, but who was his father's cous-- i
i. The first Intimation that many of
his closest friends will have that his
.neither still lives and that he left a
brother and sisters and nephews and
niece and oner relatives will be from
Ihe Herald toniorrom morning.
Hi.--i mother,
Mrs. lleatrlce
Smith,
years old, is living at No.
1220 I;ridge avenue, Kvanston, III. It
nad been the intention of Mr. Smith
m present his bride to his mother for
i hi?
hist time on their return from
'he cast.
In Hvanston also live two sisters of
Mr. Smith. They are Mr Victor Ross-nacwife of a business man, whose
are In Chicago, and
Mrs. J. N. Mills, wife of a wei. known
Presbyterian
A.
minister. Oeorge
Smith, the brother, formerly lived In
Chicago, but has been in Philadelphia
for several year.-- -. The nephews are
William S. Mason, vice president of
the lty National bank In Kvanston,
ind Oeorge S. Mason of Aberdeen, S.
superintendent of uie Aberdeen
division of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
st. Puul railroad. Mrs. Frederick P.
VuK wife of an attorney in Kvanston
New
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Paris, April 20. The six -- American
Months" of the Paris year have
now begun, and the managers of the
Boulevard shops and fashionable hotels rub their hands with satisfaction
as they read in tho press one description after another of tne beginning of the annual American movement toward French shores.
"They've had another wonderfully
prosperous year," Is the word passed
from the Madeline to tho Palace de
la Bastille, and from the Church of
Notre Dame lo the Arc de Trumphe.
aii is ready ana the best suites in
most of the large hotels are reserv
ed for the use of the Americans.
Mme. Kejane has had a special comedy, "Paris and New York," written
expressly to attract Americans to her
threatre, built according to American
ideas of comfort. Several of the
most prominent
portrait painters,
who usually mako tours of the United States, have derided to vary the
program and are tlxlng up magnifi
cent studios in the neighborhood of
the Bols de Iloulogue to receive their
share of the golden flood. "Ameri
cans of the better classes have decided that it is more 'chic' to be painted in Paris than In New York or Chicago, but for this we have raised tne
price 25 per cent," was the remark
made by a famous portrait painter,
whose luxurious studio on Boulevard
Blneau Is Hanked by a consulting
room for the use of fresh Yankee
aspirants for his favors, making it
look like the office of a fashionable
doctor. From the tops of department
stores flutter the stars and stripes beside the tricolors, to the exclusion of
other flags of other nations whose
people spend much less money and
who want their change back. The
very dates of certain
horse races
have been changed so as to fall on
Sundays and thus
lose
a
large
amount of American patronage. The
prices of all articles such as experience has shown that Americans are
sure to buy have been doubled and
tripled. Fven the spring Is doing its
best to help the Parisians In an unusual degree of harvest this year, for
not in a doaen years has the season
been so sunny and warm as this.
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New American Settlements Buenzles. Says court. Could President Establishes
Guada
Escaped by Work of SolNot Compel Entrance .to
lupe National Forest of
diery and Firemen.
Newport Oance.
286.000 Acres.
FIRE CHECKED AT ILOILO
PROPRIETORS CAN SAY
AFTEK $100,000 IN LOSS
WHO SHALL COME
.Manila. April 20.
ed 1.100 houses and

A

tire destroy-

parts of the

dis-

tricts of Singalong. Paco and Bamb-In- g
in Manila this afternoon.
The
new American settlements of FrmlLa
and Malate escaped through the hard
work of the liremen, soldiers and citizens. The flames fanned by a heavy
gale, swept an area of 100 acres
clean, destroying the homes of 100
Americans and 1,000 natives. The
damage Is estimated at J200.000 gold.
No casualties.
IIXHl.O FIRE CAUSED
LOSS OF $100,000 GOLD
Manila. April 20. The latest advices from Hollo say that tho fire has
been checked. The native quarter of
the clly was destroyed.. The property
loss is estimated at $100,000.
The
business suction is untouched, us it
was saved by the military nnd con
stabulary.
Seven
hundred
houses
were destroyed and 8,000 or 10.000
are
natives
homeless. There was no
loss of
life by
earthquake. The
shocks while the most severe In fif
teen years were not violent enough
to cause much damage anywhere in
the archipelago.

Man of $50,000,000 as Mys Six Months of American
PREPARING FOR CALVIN'S
terious in Death as
Spending In French Capin Life.
ital Has Begun.
L
mi

FAR

EAST AS DODGE CITY

Pueblo, Colo.. April $0. The big
snow storm which began yesterday,
continued without a break until 10
o'clock this morning, and the weather
bureau expect several hours of it.
The storm this morning extends
east to Dodge City, Kansas and south
SIX OK KF.V K.V YKAIUt
Into
Texas. The snow has
SHOULD COMPL.ETF. CANAIj. badly and railroad and street drifted
traffic
Washington, April JO. John F. are badly
crippled. The thermometer
Stevens, formerly chief engineer and registered 25 at 7 o'clock
mornthis
chairman of the Isthmian canal com- ing and all fruits and vegetables are
mission, talked with the president to- badly damaged.
day about the conditions on the Isthmus. "How long will It take to com- 1 FXVF.lt GOT TI1IRTF.F.N
plete the canal?" he was asked.
INCHES OF TUK
V
"Between six and seven years," he
Denver, April 20. Thirteen
replied, and adding:
"The first of of snow fell in Denver duringinches
the
January, 1915, after discounting all twenty-fou- r
at . o'clock
contingencies, and It should be com- this morning.hoursIt ended
was the heaviest
pleted before that time."
snowfall of tho winter and the greatest precipitation recorded here in
JAN JlAUTUD.VS STOUY
April since 1N85. The storm was genIiACKS ANY CONFIRMATION. eral throughout
While
Washington. April 20. The an- some damage has tho state.
done to fruit
nouncement was made today by se- trees the moisture been
Is of Incalculable
cret service otllclnls that no further benefit to farmers and
gardeners.
attention will be paid to the statements of Jan Bartula, who Informed TWF.I.VK INCHKS OF 1IAII.
the police of Newark, N. J., that a
MARRFD PATH OF HTOR.M
consplrncy existed among the miners
Houston, Texan, Anrtl 20. Reports
at Hazelton, Pa., to assassinate received
today tell of a terrific
The officials hall stormhere
Presldont Roosevelt.
which passed over Carthstate that the Investigation clearly age,
Yorktown
late yesproves the story of Bartula had no terday, doing and Clayton
damage. Hall
foundation In fact, and that his mind stones as largeenormous
aa eggs fell at Tork-tow- n
was unbalanced by the deuth of his
and the ground was covered to
wife several weeks ago.
a depth of 11 Inches. The path of the
storm was twelve miles wide, and
crops will have to bo replanted along
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Its course.

HJH

Kx-per- ts

SILENT

YEARS

St. Paul, April 20. The senate today tabled the house resolution passed ten days ago Indorsing President
Roosevelt in his recent controversy
with K. H. Harriman.
The vote lo
lay on the tabla was S? to 10,

S

--

FROM WYOMING AND AS

Bartula's Story Is Discredited by Hall In Texas Foot Thick and
Police as His Mind Is
Crops Must be Replanted
Unbalanced.
In Its Path.

Chicago, April 20. A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington says:
Taft and Hughes that is the ticket
which seems to appeal to the majority of administration followers, and
they point out that the preliminary
campaign has practically been concentrated In the two states of Ohio
and New York.
It should not be understood, of
course, that President Roosevelt s
behind the ticket, but the names oC
Taft and Hughes are grouped together so often by people who are in
the confidence of the president as to
give the impression that this ticket
would meet his approval to an extraordinary degree.

iirnbel is a wealthy man and It is
Mrs. Chirk, wife of a
Wall street broker, thai he had been
in the habit of meeting: her
son and she feared something was
wrong.
When Olmbel was arrested IlltYA.V TRIMS HIS SAIUS
lie tried to bribe the detectives but
TO HVIT PKKSKNT
IXI.
failed. loafer he was released on
Chicago, April 20. A dispatch to
hull and went to a hotel where he the Itecord-Heral- d
from. Omaha says:
rut his throat nnd covered the nrtcr-l-'The democratic national platform
in his wrists.
of 1908, If Bryan controls the convention, will' not demand absolute
tttUNTY AUDITOR WAS
government ownership of railroads.
KXPFHT AT PKC'l I.ATION This was authoritatively
announced
HelHngham. WuMi., April 20.
yesterday by James C. Dahlman, nareported to the prosecuting at- tional committeeman from Nebraska,
torney at Mount Vernon today that who is in close touch with Bryan.
he total shortage In the office of From the same source it is stated
Krod Wuruberg. auditor of Skagit that tariflt reform will again become
county, exceeds $26,000.
platthe
Ulumberg's speculation commenced form.dominant feature of the
'.he second day he began to be the
The platform, according to Dahlchief deputy under Grant Neal In man, haa already been mapped out
1899.
He succeeded Neal and his and will contain some radical changes
speculations continued until four days from the document adopted In 1904
before he retired from orhce January While Dahlman is not able to go
14, 1907. The day after his shortage
details, he says the
was discovered lilumberg's body was Into minuteplanks in the
Bryan platprominent
found in the river.
will concern trusts, tariff, state
Neil has declined to mako good the form
regulation and money.
shortage, claiming that to do so
would be to practicnlly admit
his JF.KO.MK AFTER POMCK
complicity in the defalcation.
Pult
FOlt JlllY TAMPERING
o recover will be commenced.
New York. April 20. Jerome will
tjueutlon
several members of the Thaw
"Vocxlooecl' VirroM Insane.
New Orleans. April 20. The ne Jury In his office today, relative to an
yroes at Laplace, St. John Parish, alleged attempt by policemen to in
about forty miles above Now Orleans, fluence them while they were delib
ere greatly excited over what they erating.
It is supposed that the
believe is the voodooing of an entire knowledge of an Incident possessed
family, named St. Cyr, consisting of by Messrs. Deene, Newton and Pfaffe
of the Jury, Is what the district at
ight brothers and sisters.
torney wishes to obtain. No suspi
cion has been attached to any Juror.
IS APPOINTF.D
FOIl THK I'NCI.F. SAM Dili CO, Jerome merely seeks to learn If a
Topeka, Kan., April 20. Judge policeman really did wrong, and if
Pollock of the federal court today so to have him punished.
Jippointea J. C O. Morse, of Wichita
Kansas, as receiver for the t'nele WOTlir.K KA HTI IQ(' A K F. IS
Sam Oil company.
The bond reI'TXT AT CONSTANTINOPLE
quired was jno.OOo, which Morse gave
Constantinople. April 20. Another
a earthquake
promptly.
Morse was formerly
shock was felt here in
tate railroad commissioner.
the suburbs at 4 o'clock this morning.

'harped by

-

GETS STORM IS WIDE

Baltimore, Md., April 20. Invitations have Just been issued by the
American secretarial
committee, of
which Dr. James Martin Vincent,
professor of European history at the
John Hopkins university. Is a member, to participate in meetings wJilch
will consider what action will bo tak
en In this country In regard to the
fourth centennial of the birth of John
Calvin, to be held In Geneva, Switr- erland In 1909. The principal feature
of this commemoration will be the
erection of a monument commemorating Calvin's work and influence.
The movement has been conceived
and outlined
by its promoters In
Geneva.
It will not be primarily theological
or local, but
comprehensive and international, and
the monument is designed aa a permanent memorial of the Influence of
the great reformer and his associates
upon the modern world from the
broad point of view of history. The
American end of the commemoration Is being looked after by a num.
rer or men well known throughout
the country and abroad for achievements In public and academic life.
The list shows the great broad
generally taken In the plans
for the celebration of the birthday of
great
the
Swiss reformer, the head
of the theocratic Geneva municipal
government at the close of the middle ages.
Men of various religions
will unite to do his memory honor.
Many speeches were delivered at
the conference meeting In New York
in honor of John Calvin. Professor
Vincent Is one of the few Americans
thoroughly conversant with the customs and history of the Swiss nation, of which he has made a critical study and upon which subject he
has written and lectured extensively
at Hokplns. The most active member of the committee Is perhaps, Professor Charles Hergeaud, well known
In this country In educational circles
for his contributions to the literature
of political science.

FIRST MAKER OF STEEL
IN

DEAD AT EIGHTY FOUR

Providence, It. I.. April 20. Chief
Yeoman Fred J. Buenxle, who was
In Newport
because, as he claims, he was wearing
tho uniform of the United States
navy, can recover at law only the
price of his admission ticket, according to a decision handed down by
Win. II. Sweelland. chief presiding
ollicer of the ithode Island superior
court.
Judge Sweethtnd rules that Buen-zlexcluded becuuse he was wearing
a naval uniform, Is in no different
position legally from one who is
because he is not in evening
dress, or for any other reason, though
It may be a whim of the defendant.
In other words, the Judge says that
proprietors of places of amusement
are not under obligation to admit any
person whom they may choose to exclude.
'the case attracted wide attention
and naval officers gave liuenzle financial support.
President
Kooseveit
also sent a check to help defruy the
expenses of the case.

Washington, April 20. Secretary
has announced that hereafter
newspaper men will not be allowed to
congregate
in
the white house
grounds after nightfall, or to go to
the door of the white house In search
of Information.
Lioeb

barred from a dunce hall

I

e,

IOWA

Il.WK fiORS INTO
IIANHS OF STATU KXAMINF.lt
Seymour, Iowa, April 20. The
Drovers & Farmers Bank of Seymour closed Its door today and is in
the hands of the state bank examiner. Reports of alleged shortage are
current. Aaron Kvans, wealthy land
owner, who is president, authorized
the statement that the bank should
not have suspended and that none
of the stockholders will suffer loss.
The bank Is capitalized at ISO, 000.

IK.ST STF.F.I, JtAIIj MAKF.lt

IN THIS tXUNTKY 1FAI).
New York, April 20. Thomas Ven
ners, who wus prominent In the Iron
business many years, and at one time
was associated with Henry Bessemer,
is utaii at ma home in Brooklyn.
aged 84. He was the first man to
manufacture steel rails In the United

states.

CHARITY

BALL

PROVES

A BIG SUCCESS

;
,

ST.

JOSF.PH'8

HOSPITAL KKAI...
HAMNSOMKLY ANI THF.
(I'KtiTH HAVi; JULIA TIMF,.

IK.S

In spite of the unfavorable weather
conditions, the grand ball given last
night by the Geronlmo club for the
benefit' of St. Joseph's hospital was a
pronounced success.
Colombo hall,
In which the
entertainment took
place, was teslefully decorated In red
and green for the occasion and a.
large crowd wus in attendance. The
Kills orchestra, which volunteered Its
ATTF.MPT
TO
l'NIFIIIMF.I
services, furnished the music, a feaHFI1.IXT I FOX II. O. BI HSLM ture greatly appreciated
by the dancers, it is estimated that, more than
Special to The Fvenlng Citizen.
100 couples participated In the dancSocorro, N. M., April 0. The
ing during the course of the evening.
attempt on the
underhanded
Refreshments in the form of ice
part of the Morning Journal of
cream, lemonade and cake were servAlbucuerUe to mak the Jollied to the guests and at the close of
fication by the cltzens of this
the program an auction was held of
town over tho removal of Hager-rna- n
the provlHlons which remained. Direcreflect upon Hon H. O. Bur-sutor Kills, of the orchestra, acting
is hotly resented here. Mr.
as auctioneer.
Several hundred dolHursum knew nothing of the
lars were raised for the hospital aa a
nothing
Jollification and had
result of the ball.
whatever to do with It. He was
fully sixty miles from this town
I'OIJCK CONDITIONS AUK
on his sheep ranch, busily en
UNSATISFACTORY TO BOSS.
gaged in overseeing the lambing
Brooklyn, N. Y., Aprl 30.
of his hocks. A messenger dis- William H. Devery, the sage of
patched to Inform him of Cap
tne clump, was seen in J am aii a. for
did
tain Curry's appointment,
un
opinion
on the Bingham bill, the
not reach htm until the day af
old
sidestepped the question
ter the Jollification.
The affair
and declined to philosophize.
was gotten up by the citizens of
The
dibgust he evidently feels for the bill
Socorro, regardless of party or
was,
however, plainly written on his
party belief, who look upon Mr.
d
face. He said:
"It's
Bursum. first as a much malign
up to Bingham now to make good."
ed and wronged man and second- "Bill" Devery aeemed much annoyed
ly as the most patriotic, hard- when he had delivered himself of so
working, public spirited bene
little information regarding the pofactor Socorro has ever had.
lice situation, and felt relieved when
They rejoiced openly and hearthis attorney drew htm aside to disily to hear that the man who had
cuss with him certain matters permade a bitter personal fight on
taining
to the action brought against
Mr. Bursum, had met with his
him.
Just deserts at the hands of the
president. They also were highly
pleased that the president had
appointed as governor Captain
OTERO COUNTY FRUIT
S George Curry, a former resident
4 of this place and a man in every
way to please the people of
IS NOT INJURED
New Mexico.
If anything,
the
Jollification was more a popular
outburst of feeling over the
choice of Captain Curry, than
Alamogordo, N. M., April 20.
the removal of Hagerman. Tho
from the various fruit sections
people resent the attempts of
or Otero county indicate that there
press to make
will be a good crop of fruit.
The
the affair take the appearance
damage from frost was not very exof a piece of little spite work
tensive and in some places there wai
Inspired by Mayor H. O. Bur- no damage to the peaches whatever
sum, who does not yet even
and the trees will have to be thinned
know that it took place.
of a large portion of the fruit which
has set.
ef

ef

good-nature-

Re-por- ts

tflff Itlllf IIIVTI

DISTRICT COURT

lAlTGliTF.ns OF UEPiniMC

OF TKXAS IN KESSION.'
Austin, Tex., April 20. Reduced
rates were seaured from the railroads
for the convention of the Daughters
of the Republic o
Texas, which
opened yesterday and continues to- -'
day. The daughters hold their eon- -,
vention Jointly with that of the Texas Veterans' association. The veterans have turned out in lurge numbers, notwithstanding
their thinned
ranks, und the daughters ure proud
of their grand turnout, which exceeds
any previous effort.

The cane of the territory against
Maxlano uutires, David Grlego, Sola
man Candeiarla, Justo Qui tier re, Na
Gutlcrrex, Antonio Serna,
tivldad
Diego Mares and David Perea, charg
Inciting
a riot at the election
ed with
rooms at Dos Grlegos on November
6, last year, which was called yesterday, was really begun this morning,
when u Jury of twelve men was secured.
The first witness was not called un- ANOTIIFU NFAV MKAICO
til 12 o'clock, and as there are alto
FOIIKST RF.NF.RVi: MADF.
gether about thirty witnesses to be
heard, it Is likely that the case will
occupy a portion of the time next it Special to
The Kvenlng Citizen.
week. Besides the charge of rioting,
Washington. 1. C, April 20.
another charge of forcing and breakThe president's proclamation of
ing Into a house .that of Castulo TorApril 19th, establishes the Guad- res, at whose place In Dos Grlegos the
national forest of 86,000
election booth was located, Is 'brought 4 ulupe
ucres from the Texas line fifty
against the defendants.
northwesterly
miles
the line Q
Maxlano Outlerrea Is represented by ' of township, nlnteen to
miles south sV
Attorney
Tomas Montoya, while
west of the Pecos river.
Judge Heacnck is defending the other
seven defendants.
A suit was tiled in the district court
this morning by O. Bachechl and U.
Uloml, plaintiffs, through
Attorney
Frank Ackermun, against Daniel Mar
tlncz, defendant.
The petition says
that the defendant is Indebted to the
plaintiffs for $234.71. with interest at
FOR PICKLING
6 per cent per annum, commencing
from September 22 lan ye.tr.
The
defendant Is alleged to have bought
goods, wares and merchandise from
PLANT
the plaintiffs, and at his request had
them delivered, then refusing to pay
for such goods. The plaintiffs, besides
praying for a Judgment of $234.71, at
6 per cent, wish that the defendant
ti E. Hodges Said That He
pay the costs of the suit.

KIIittltitlTITYl

t

ilfMtilllttttTI

Knew Albuquerque Would

SANTA

FE

TO

Deliver Site.
MACHINERY ORDERED
WORK TO BEGIN SOON

LABOR

During the thirty minutes that 11.
Hodges, general purchasing agent
for the Santa Fe. stopped in the city
this morning, preliminary
contracts
were signed ihat assures Albuuueruue
of the big creosote tie pickling plant.
jur. jiouges, uccompuuled by N, M.
Rice, general storekeeper
for the
company, waa met at the local station
by a committee of Albuquerque busi- iefs men. who assured the Santa Fe
officials that the money for the site
nun necn collected and that the act
ual title of the situ would be forthcoming Just as soon as the deeds can
be made out.
The committee In return were assured the compm.y would carry out Its
part of the agreement, under which
the site is being given the company,
and that work on the new plant would
be started within a forthnight.
"We
need the plant and we are In Just us
big a hurry to get it built as you
ure," said Mr. Hodges. "The machinery, by the way. Is already purchased, and Is ordered for the earliest
possible delivery. We did this several
weeks ago. We knew that Albuquerque would deliver the site and
we knew we were taking no chance
on ordering Ihe machinery
before
hand.
"I have already told you that the
plant will cost $00 Oun and of the
latest machinery.
This tie pickling
buslnness 1s n experiment with us.
We have found that it pay to picket
the ties and that the New Mexico pine
tie is as good as any after having
been given the proper treatment.
"1 can't say yet how many men
will be employed at the plant, but it
will be quite a large force. It will be
the largest plant of the kind on the
system, and considering
the close
proximity of tie timber and the quality of this timber, it Is the intention
of the company to keep it In constant
operation."
Mr. Hodges und Mr. Rice had been
at San Bernardino. Colo., where the
company is preparing t build a new
store houM
i'..

Cheap Work Tried and Found
Wantlng-Deportatl- on

Already

Begun.

mnitiftiiirM

Topeka. Kas., April 20. It Is
reported that the Santa Fe has
decided to discharge all Old
Mexico employes from the serv-vlc- e
of the company. It Is said
that ufter a thorough trial with
these men. It has been proven to
the satisfaction of the offlcals
that the work of this class of
laborers is unsatisfactory
and
unreliable, and that the company will hereafter hire only
Americans, where it Is possible
to obtain them.
Tills means much to the common laborers of this country,
it Is said, as the competition
with the southern nationalities,
which has proved a loss to the
railroads, will hereafter be dispensed with.
The Santa Fe company has.
along with the other roads,
which are laying new tracks, employed thousands of Mexican
laborers on the roadbed In the
past few years. It Is claimed that
the white educated laborers will
now be substituted In the place
of the imported
laborers, ami
the good of the country at largo
will be kerved.
In the past two or three
months, many train loads of
peons have been shipped to their
native land, although It was not
at that time generally known
that the company Intended to
dispense wl&h this gradd of labor.

firiiiiriiiiiiti

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

TUE EVENING CITIZEN

Ta4 titty
Citizen Publitbinr Company
Wetfctv fry

IV

D

to $200 per acre. Msny grow them
on unwatered land. TobaIm am a
staple crop, easily r"MIt1 and produce from $300 to $400 pee acre.
mllo mniise, wee4
tnllr corn,sorghum
urn also
nnil
hogs
crops. Milch cows, rtitckctie, v'"1
and bees yield mre for tho outlay
than In any place 1 know of.
W. H. DAHSSOH.
Artesia, N. M.
The News no pure ttuk cough
laws would be needed, If all cough
cures were like Dr. Snoop's Coogh
Cure Is and has been for 2 years.
The national law now require that If
any poisons entei Into a congh mixture. It must be printed on the label
Thought Another
or package. For this reason mothers. Bright Little Woman Tells of Husband
and others, should Insist on naving
Man Had Stolen His
Days That Have Now
Dr. Snoop's Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's labels and
Happy Home.
Passed Into History.
none In the medicine, else It must by
law be on the label. And It's not only
safe, but It is said to be by those that
know it best, a truly remarkable
DRAMATIC START BUT
cough remedy. Take no chance, par- PIONEERS WORKED HARD
ticularly with your children. Insist on
having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. ComHAPPY
BUT
WERE
ENDED IN A FARCE
pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
with others and see No poison marks
there. You can always be on the safe
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure. Simply refuse to accept sny Still Sewing. Knitting. Chatting "Hubby Will Now Forsake the
other. Sold by all druggist.

Y
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IN STATE OF

PALE AS HE

GOESJO JAIL
Judge Adams Called Down by
Smoke
Chief McMIllin-Ble- w
fn Rafferty's Face.
man was bound over lo 111
grand Jury, three fined $25 and costs
and two dismissed at tho preliminary
hearing of the six switchmen who
were arrested Tuesday night for hav
ing assaulted O. N. RafTerty. in the
Southern Saloon on South First
street. The hearing was held at the
city hall and the decision were made
toy Justice of tho Peace McClcllan.
A. A. Phillip, the man who struck
RafTerty over the head with a billiard
cue, wan bound over to the grand
jury and committed to the county Jail
in default of $300 bond. Frank H.
SetUemore. R. J. McFarlane and
Frank Moses were fined $2S and
costs for disturbing the peace. J. L.
Randall and C. F. Davis were dismissed. The hearing began at 2:30
o'clock and the men were sentenced
at S o'clock.
The evidence of the witness for the
prosecution particularly bore out the
statement made by James T. Devere,
who said that Settlemore strurk Raf- ferty, and that RafTerty struck back:
then McFarlane struck the latter,
after which Phillips walked behind
KarTerty and struck him with a billiard cue. The blow dazed Hafferty
and the next minute he was felled to
the floor, where ho was afterward
struck on the head by a cuspadore.
Then his assailants quit the place.
Judge B. F. Adama represented the
six defendants and In his talk to the
oourt he roasted the city police and
the Albuquerque newspapers for the
manner In whJch they wrote up the
accounts of the assault, but towards
the conclusion of hla harangue Chief
of Police McMillln politely informed
Attorney Adams that what the papers
published was the truth.
RafTerty, the complaining witness
In the case, was placed under $100
bond by the court to have htm appear
when the case against Phillips Is
Settle-mor- e
called in the district court
was able to pay his fine, and
McFarlane and Moses told the court
that they could secure the amount of
Judge Adams and the
their fines.
men stated that they would try to
necessary
sum to get Phil- raise the
"
lipn out on bond.
As Phillips was about to be led
away by Oftlcer W. C. Kennedy to the
county jail, he turned pale and with
considerable effort forced a weak
smile as he bade his pals good-by- e.
Davis called to him. that he would
bring him out a fine supper, and the
others shouted similar mesages to
Phillips as he started for the street
car.
After the hearing had been closed
McFarlane asked Chief McMillln if he
might smoke, which privilege was
granted. As ItafTerty walked out of
the door McFarlane blow a cloud of
smoke at him, and was heard to
mutter an Implication.
ItafTerty said last night that as soon
as he was able he would start to
work again.
There is more Catarrn in this section
ut the country thas all other diseases
put together, and until the last few years
o be incurable.
was supposea
For
great ninny years doctors pronounced tt
prescribed
local rema local disease and
edies, and by constantly falling to cure
pronounced
Incurwith local treatment,
able. Science has proven catarrh to
be a constitutional disease and therefore
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It
is taken internally in doses from 10
drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case it fails to cure. Bend for
circulars and testimonials.
Address:

and As Young as Most Girls

at Sixteen.

Telegraphy

One

F. J. CHE.NET & C..
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Drugrlsts. 7fcc
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

NEW POSTOFFICES
AND PENSIONS
AGNES D. CAJMPI1ELL
LAS VMiAS, WILL RECEI

MILS.
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i.i:;rapiiyANDin WHY.
the world

one enjoying the privilege
of a main line train wire of one, of
our best railway systems; tho only
one being furnished with complete
blanks and forma for telegraph station and freight work of two trunk
line roads: the nly one being furnished with the blanks, record books
and rate sheets of the- WeMern Union
company; the only one with a regular
railway train service, operating on an
railway, passing
electric miniature
through the different departments of
our school with six regular trains
each way per day. These trains are
handled through our different stations just the same as the trains; on
any well regulated railroad; the advanced student received regular mes-sagfrom the Cotton Ile.lt railroad
This practically make
train wire.
every operator on the Cotton Itult
road an instructor for our students,
and by the use of their blanks and
our electric ruilway system, our work
Is made as practical us it could be in
an office. Our students are passing
the regular railway examinations,
and accepting operators' positions
without difficulty. We have never
had one to try the examination and
fail.
The salaries paid to operators
are from $50 to $90 per month; for
operators and agents combined $71
lo $lf0 per month, and we cannot
near supply the demand.
Any young person enrolling with
us is positively guaranteed that we
will qualify them to hold a good position with any railroad, and guarantee the position as soon as they finish
our course. It only takes four or
five months to complete the course,
and the cost for tutltion is $45; $5
for books and material for the entire
course; board and lodging from $10
to $12.50 per month. Your first two
months earning will pay back the entire cost of the course. You might
look the world over and you could
not find a profession or a business into which you could step with such a
positive guarantee of so largo and
quick returns and so small an Investment.
If further information Is desired,
write the Tyler Commercial College,
Tyler. Texas, asking any questions
you like. You will receive a prompt
and courteous reply. Almost 200
telegraphy students are now enrolled,
and others are entering dally.
Tin- only

er
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disagree with you?
Probably it does! Then try Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Coffee" is a clever combination of parched cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
real coffee, remember. In Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee, yet its flavor and taste
matches closely old Java and Mocha
"ofTec.
If your stomach, heart, or
kidneys can't stand coffee drinking,
tiy Health Coffee. It la wholesome,
nourishing and satisfying. It's nice
even for ths youngest child, Sold by
C. .N Urlnsham.
o
OFFIFE CHIEF QUAKTKRMAH-TEK- ,
Denver. Colo.. April 20, 1907.
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
received here and at office of the
Quartermaster until II a. m., April
30, 1907, for furnishing fuel coiU, re
quired during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 19U8. at Fort Wingate. New
Mexico.
information
furnished on
application here or at office of post
quartermaster. Envelopes to be mark
ed "Proposnls lor Fuel at Fort Win- ejite." C. A. 11. McCAULEY. I'hlef
Does coffee

ways.

"Settlers' early life was hard. It
was a struggle for existence. We got
most of our fresh meat from the
woods, bear and mK)se,
and the
skins were saved for rugs and mats.
There were no roads through the forest, the trees were blazed and some
times people would lose their way.
There used to bo morn dances in
those days than now. Wo did not
call them dances, but 'rtcrnper or
They were held in the
'breakdowns.
kitchens and barns, and some of the
d
reel and
dances were
four-uThere was a fiddle for
music.
"We had large brick ovens, anil
about the only food we could cook
wns corn cake, which was served
with molasses and baked beans. We
got our sugar from tho sap of maple
trees and partridges, from the woods.
We set nets and caught pigeons. I've
picked many a bird and used the
feathers for beds.
"In those days we had great fire
places that would take in an eight-fostick. We hud no matches, but
used flint and punk. Yes, those were
truly pioneer days, but we. had Just
us good times as tho people do now,
and we were far healthier and more
contented."
four-hande-

p.

ot

Orotic and Effective.
A well
known Manitoba editor
writes: "As an Inside worker I find
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets Invaluable for the touches of
biliousness natural to sedentary life.
their action being gentle and effective,
clearing the digestive tract and the
head." Price, 25 cents. Samples
free. All druggists.
v

I1ILST SITTTNO OK TTlK
STATE WATER COMMISSION
Seneca Falls, N. Y.. April 20. The
state water supply commission is
holding an adjourned meeting here
today, of the first meeting in this
place. It considered the petition of
tne local water commission for a cer
tificate of public necessity. Two at
torneys opposed the granting of a
certificate because there is an
water supply which would be
supplanted and made valueless if a
municipal system wns constructed,
and that no provision wns made for
;
the damage that would thus
caused. Tho board, however, would
not dismiss the case, but decided to
hear arguments and all the facts In
the case. Tho attorneys for tho village argued the matter today for the
village, and presented a lot of testimony which they had gathered in the
time they had gained by the adjournment that they had asked.
b--

For catarrh, let me send you free.
Just to prove merit, a trial size box
of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It is
a snow white, creamy, healing antiseptic balm that gives Instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
Make the free test and see. Address
Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. Large Jars
50 cents. Sold by all druggists.

The li.ildwin Refrigerators at Fu-- t
relic's. Nothing better made. SatWuurlcrniaHter.
guaranteed.
isfaction
o
Dyspepsia Is our national ailment.
"I have been somewhat costive but
ilurdock Blood Hitters is the national I Hum's Itegulets gave Just the results
iuie for it. It strengthens stomach desired. They act mildly and regulate
membranes, promotes flow of diges the bowels perfectly." Ueorge 11.
tive Juices, purities the blood,
builds Krause, 306 Walnut Ave., Altoona,
you up.
Pa.

OF

E

HACK.

The combination of

the territory:

Coyote, Kio Arriba county, Isidore
Stanley, Hitnta Fe county, Henry C
Parr appointed postmaster. This of
hce Just established.
MJIllgan. Socorro county. Melcor
Suva urpolnted postmaster. This of
lice Just established.

hot meals and a cool
kitchen has always
seemed an impossi
bility, yet tins happy

Frr:in appointed postmaster.

A RICH MAN

IN THREE YEARS

The following js a letter written
The Karth' from Artesia county:
1
moved from Durango, Texas, to
the Pecos valley three years ago last
December and moved on my present
farm the following February. I own
40 acres of water-rigland, one
mile north of liagerinan, N. M. I was
pay
to
one
the first mail
hundred dol
lars per acre for land in (bis part of
(tie Pecos valley. Now mere .s land
unjoining mine for which if owner
refuses $400 per acre.
The party from whom I buught this
place gathered ' bushels per acre of
corn the year 1 purchased It. Corn
sells here at $ 1 J 5 per hundred. I
have raised as much as his myself. 1
sowed some alfalfa, with oats, wi..cli
yielded three cuttings. The first with
the oats sold for $10 per acre. The
;ivit:i',' iid is four cuttings of al
1'all.i pr:
..ir. or six tons, which sell
to $10 per ton.
at from
Tii rantalope raised here are superior lu Hum. raised at Kocky Ford,
Colorado, and average about $200 per
acre. Watermelons are of excellent
flavor and produce ahundmt ly $ F0
ht

.
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result is obtained wherever there's a New Perfection Oil Stove in the kitchen. The blue name
produced by the

NEW PERFECTION
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gives quickest and best tesults. The New Perfection is different
from any other oil stove. Cuts fuel expense tn two. Made in
three sizes. Every stove warranted. If not at your dealer's,
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.

eJ
in any room
ana is tne best
house lamp made. Gives a
and safest
clear steady light. Brass throughout and beautifully nickeled. Equipped wilb (he latest improved
simple satisfactory. Every
burner. Handsome
lamp warranted. Write our nearest agency if you
cannot get it from your dealer.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

I'm r. ae.

Ks-sic-

Wick Blue Flame 00 Cook-Stov- e

can

w
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(.lentlemanly hell boys ut
On
Pianos, Organ i
Furniture,
the Alvarndo.
wanting stylish Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
WANTED iadles
millinery and dressmaking, call on also on 8ALARIE3
AND WAR
Miss Crane, 612
North Second HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $1
street. Prices low.
Also appren
and as high as $200. Loans ar
tices wanted.
'Phone 44.
quickly made and strictly prlvatt
second-han- d
WANTED
Gentleman's
Time: One month to one year giver
clothing. No. 615 South First Goods remain In your
possession.
street, south of viaduct. Send ad- Our rates are reasonable. Call and
dress and wlU call. R. J. Sweeney, see us before borrowing.
Ilatli Hrn-dir- .
sotip. Nail
proprietor.
ScImnoi-s- ,
IlruslicM,
Manicure
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Com Files,
Vrn I'Ustors,
TR A V Kl.l NO H AliKSM AN WAYTKIJ Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
o7S
Shampoo Crenin", Itair Tonics.
WANTKD
Traveling salesman,
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bids.
j
established specialty paint house
Talcum Fowdrrs, Tnllct Water.
$16 West Railroad Ave.
can use nn A 1 traveling salesman
Kto, Vc.
'
exIn New Mexico. Salary
and
PRIVATE OFFICES.
i
penses. Must be able to refer to
H "J
Open Evenings.
former employers. In order to avoid
delny give references when applying. The Eclipse Paint & iuJg. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
AGENTS WANTED.
Agents, men and women
WANTKD
MACHINIST
to sell our $5 shirt waists for $1.50.
CARPENTERS,
Ijirge commissions. Samples and
HELL-HOYfull particulars free. K. E. Stokes,
COOKS.
501 State Street, Chicago.
2
STONE MASONS,
Club to Sit Beside His Own
1
IRON HOLDER,
SALESMEN WANTED,
5
HOUSE OIRLS,
Hearthsldc.
WANTED Capable salesman to cov
We furnish clerical lieljt a
er New Mexico with staple line;
"IHTlnlly, free to the employer
'high commissions with $100 monthItookkecpcrs,
Stenographer.
ly advance. Permanent position to
Middletown. N. V.. April 1:0.
Typewriters, clerks, etc
"Dearest,' murmured the young husright man. Jess H. Smith Co.. DeSOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYband, clasping his wlfo in close emtroit. Michigan.
MENT AGENCY,
brace, "I shall stay away from the
lull ItKN'l.
club, I swear it. I shall remain at
Phone. 807. No. 110 & Sec. St.
Occidental Ufo Building, Cor.
home and protect you.'
Foil RENT Nicely furnished rooms
llollroal Ave. and Broadway.
Although newly married, the young
at the Uranado hotel, 114 Vi North
husband has ruther neglected
his
First street;
bride for the club. He was there
FOR RENT Pleasant,
lust night until very late. Hut he is
CARDS
ed rooms, near business center; PROFESSIONAL
1
S
1
not there tonight. Kor the startling Pueblo
rates
reasonable.
Sixth
Corner
events here related and his
Xiuran;
Natch
Hatterles Jones and
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
suspicions arc still very and Smith.
LAWYERS.
fresh in his mind.
It. H. K. FOR RENT Two all new housekeep
At Des Moines
ing rooms, well furnished, Includ2
At home his wife was reading the Des Moines
6 2
Ira M. Bond.
ing electric lights, water and bath;
newspapers and, as It chanced, about Denver
6 6 3
ATTORNEY AT LAW it F at
south and east front $14.00. 619
the hour that graveyards yawn, she
Hatterles Nelson, Clark, Sessions
Gol-den
avenue.
N. W Washington, D. C
West Railroad
E. P.
rtad a vivid account of a murder. and Yeager; Kngle and McDonough.
Pensions,
land patents,
She became very nervous started at
copyrights,
caveats,
It. H. K.
At Sioux City
slightest
the
noise; was convinced Sioux City
7
3
- FOR RENT Light, airy, well, fur letter patents, trade marks, claims.
light
rooming
rooms
that a burglar was ut the shuter, Omaha
3
or
1
for
nished
9
It. W. D. Bryan.
then that he was pacing to and fro
housekeeping.
All rooms openHatterles Stlmmel and Sheehan;
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Alhnnn.r.
before tho house.
ing on the outside.
Price, $1 per que,
McXeeley und Gondlng.
N. M. Office,
"He must not know I am alone,"
First National
Minneapolis House,
week and up.
she said to herself. "I must make
.
A. T. Devore, Bank building.
524 South Second.
American
blm believe there is a man in the
Proprietor.
E. W. Dobeon.
At Louisville Louisville, 4; Kansas
house."
ATTORNEY
AT
T.AW
rmu
.SALP.
City, 4 ten innings.
Her Ruse Too Effective.
At Columbus Columbus, 5; Mil FOR SALE First-clou- s
Trembling she quickly put on a
horse. Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. Jl!
saddle
suit of her husband's clothes and a waukee, 8.
See H. H. "Wllhite. Alvarndo hotel.
DENTISTS.
At Toledo Toledo. 0: St. Paul, 'J.
hat of his. Although her heart was
SALE A good big cow, will be
FOR
Indianapolis
Indianapolis.
At
fluttering she opened the front door
DR.
J. B. KRAFT,
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
and displayed for a moment what she Minneapolis, 1.
Dental Surgeon.
fondly believed was a masculine figFOR SALE Party will sacrifice type,.
i, ue w.
Rnnmi -9 an"
uuuaiDSf,
Address Over
ure to the lurking burglar. As she
writer, good as new.
.
n,
O'RIntlv'a
.
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
'
eivicr.
" "
turned to go In her husband, re- THE CITIZEN'S DAILY
No. 744. Appointments made byravDI
turning from the club in the darkmall.
SALE I'nderwood typewriter,
Foil
ness, suw the hat, the coat,
and
good as new, cheap; new internafedniund J. Alger, D. D. S.
worst of all, the trousers, then saw
...........
SOS
No.
new,
stacheap.
nallrnaH
BASE BALL STORY
tional Encyclopaedia,
the man invade his dove-cotHalf
W. E. Mllllken. Library building.
hours,
a.
m.,
to
p.
12:30
m.;
mad with sudden Jealousy he rushFoil SALE Five-roo-avenue, house and 2 p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. i:tt
Aped to tho door and hurled himself
near Second pointments made by mall.
lots on Lead
against it Just as his wlfo within lockWhen it comes to frisking the
2 lots on Tljoras avenue
street;
also
ed it.
horsehlde clear off fSe ball, several
"
W. M. SIIERinAW.
f
close In, at a bargain. For price
She shrieked In terror: the mur- big leagurers have little Wlllia Heeland particulars Bee Oeo. H. Moore, Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
derous burglar was trying to gain er left at the post, but for downright
113 West Railroad avenue.
Occidental Life Building. Tel..
entrance by force.
science the art of getting to first
FOR SALE At the "Variety" The phone 886. Albuquerque. N. M.
"Open
door,
the
scotfndrel!" Willie can give them nil points.
home-bake- d
bread,
very
best
of
hoarsely cried the husband. "Open
Since 1893 this New York AmeriDR. R 1 HITS."!
baked
pies.
cakes, doughnuts,
tho door that I may kill you!"
can star has
over .300. He
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
etc.;
homesoup,
all
candy,
beans,
"(lo 'way! Go 'way!" shrieked she, rarely strikes batted
out. Lost year the
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Also staple groceries, dry
made.
forgetting all about the trousers she eason was half gone before he miss-s- d
goods and notions. 506 South Arno. Frequency Electrical Current aid
wore, about her assumed manhood.
the fatal three.
Germicide. Treatments ffi ven Melt
'Phone 710.
"Go 'way! I've telephoned for the
Much of his success Is due to his
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
police for my husband. , He will lbllity to bunt. He Is undoubtedly
LOST.
nurse in attendance.
kill you!"
Both phone.
he bunt king. Keeler not only can LOST
Elmo,
St.
Taken from rear of
"Let me see my wife no, I will bat, but he can tell how he does it.
DRS.
BIJONSO.N
&
Sterling
wheel
evening,
one
BKONSON.
Sunday
you
wife.
not call
You nnd your
"Don't be chicken hearted," he
with coaster brake, painted green;
let me In I tell you!" yelled the hus- wy. "Remember the pitcher is as
Homeopaths.
several plugs in tires. Information
band, and with the force of ten men icared of you us you are of him.
Over Van's Drug Store. Phone
in regard to same will be rewardhe threw himself ugalnst the door.
Don't try to knock the stuffln" out of
Ollioe and residence, 628.
ed. F. R. Wendell, St. Elmo.
The lock snapped, the door flew he ball. Hold your bat firmly. Meet
DIt. J. N. VARNEitV.a.
open, the wife fainted. He stumbled '.he ball und kind of push it where
NOTICE OF SPECL1L ELECTION.
When your animals are aieir inn
over her, hut, a true man, he would k'ou want It to go.
need
a good veterinary surgeon. Ca
take no advantage of a fallen foe.
"In bunting I always nlm
By Authority of tho Cily Council of up me oia
reliable. Phone No. 642.
He touched a button and Hooded tht '.he ball hit within nn eighthto ofhave
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
un
of
City
the
hall with light.
nch of my fingers. My theory is that
UNDERTAKER.
Notice Is hereby given that an elec"Mary!" "Oh, .lohn!"
if I were standing there to make a tion will be held in the city of Albu"Mary!" he shouted, raising her.
inehan-- d
Colo., Red 111
of what the pitcher querque, New Mexico, on Saturday, Auto, phone 316.
"oh, John," she said when she re- A'us going catch
lo send over, i
A. BORDERS.
at least May 4, 1907, between the hours of
vived. "I thuught you were a burg- set it In my mitt.
9 o'clock a. ni. and 6 o'clock p. m., Commercial
Club building.
Rises
lar."
I grab the outside end of said day, at the following voting
or White hearse, $6.
"And I thought but never mind of "Therefore
I would places:
the
with
bat
the
hand
what I thought," he said, and prom- ithcrwise catch the ball with, and try
ARCHITECTS
First Ward City Hall.
ised to stay home o' nights.
to have the ball connect with my bat
Ward Office of Chas.
Second
Her name Is not Mary, nor his lame
W.
Spencer.
F.
Bar-ne- tt
Us it would fall into my hand.
7
Rooms
avenue.
&
Co., on Gold
Chadwick
John. They are a most popular
building, Albuquerque, N. M.
realistically
Heeler's views uro
Third Ward Office of E. H. Dunyoung married couple, so their sensihown in the accompanying picture. bar, corner of Third street and Gold Both phones.
tive feelings are jspured; their mimes You
can see the ball Is about to strike avenue.
are withheld.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
the bat close to his fingers. It looks
Ward At office of George
as if he was going to get some smash- R. Fourth
South
Craig, justice of the
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
ed fingers, but he says he has never Third street.
Office with W. B. Chllders,
yet had his hand hit.
111
At which said election the question West
avenue.
Gold
SPOKTIXG NOTKS.
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Dollars of bonds HAIK DRESSEIt
games tin. Na- Thousand ($30,000) Albuquerque,
In the
AXD CHJUOPO.
New
of
where THEY TI.AY TODY. tional
won 13 games to eight for the of the said City
DIST.
Mexico, to erect and build a. city
teams.
American
building, will be submitted to the
NaJional U'liffiie.
Hambint, at her parlors, No.
qualified voters of said city, who are 209Mrs.West
riiiladelphla at Ilrooklyn.
t he
Archie
Hahn
has
retired
from
Railroad avenue. Is prepropreaj
personal
or
owners
of
Cincinnati at St. Louis
the
running business and will coach the erty, subject to taxation, within the pared to give thorough sculp treatChicago at I'lttsburg.
I Diversity
of Oregon track team.
New York at Huston.
said City of Albuquerque. New Mex- ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
ico.
American Iamikik.
they
It
out
bet
Anil
did
turns
that
St. liuis at Chicago.
In witness whereof I have hereunto gives massage treatment and maniraces
at
at
bet
less
matinee
those
caused to be affixed curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
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Norway. Mo.. April 20. In May
next, if she lives, Mrs. Hannah Wal105
oe
ker, of Poland, Me., will
years old. She Is a cheery little woman, fond of Hewing, knitting and
chatting.
"I find there lias been a decided
change everywhere sinco I was a
girl, she began with a smile, us she
allowed her knitting work to drop.
"When I was fourteen years of age
and was left an orphan I worked for
farmer's families at Poland, Mo., do
ing general housework for 50 cents
a week. I also had to spin and make
clothes. I have lived in Maino al

PENSION.
The following pensions have been
granted.
Ieu Sebario, Chaperlto, 112 per
month from October 30, 1906.
Mrs. Agnes I. Campbell, of Las
Vegua. N. M., pension IS per month
and $2 additional per month for her
minor child from February 12. 1891.
This will bring her nearly $2,000 back
pay.
Following changes in postofnees in
tJ.OOO
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than many costumes and fewer, less
Impressive "tops" especially If these
latter are not of the transferable
sort. When In doubt what to wear,
It Is safe to select a lace waist made
after a smart Imported model. Not
one of the cheap, elaborate sort that
too many women buy, for a lace

LACE
GAY WEDDING

waist of this genre is one of th
most hopelessly common looking garments in eistence anil should be tabooed by any woman with claims to
goiwl taste.
The only desirable waist
In the lace class that can be had
ready made at a low figure Is built of
net, either plain Urussels, point do
or the square meshed filet
j Paris
net that Just now holds the lead in
i
These waists can
fashionable favor.
be had in excellent models at very
moderate prices, and can easily be
mode distinctive by the addition of
trimmings of velvet ribbon, bits of
embroidery or perhaps some sort of
a cloth "harness" that matches the
skirt worn.
In these times when all the fashionable Bhops make most extensive
showing of modets from the atelier
artists In dress creof workl-famoation, she who will can glean suggeswill
enable
her to transtions that
of plain
form simple "ready-mades- "
materials into "tops" that may be
worn with distinction In any company.
The French are adepts in making
smart use of tho simplest means. It
is only the few who can hope to rival
them in this faculty to create elegance by the combination of ordinary materials, but there are any
number of amateurs who are excellent copyists.
It is no harder to copy from really
artistic sartorial creations than from
ordinary productions from less auThe basis of ail
thoritative sources.
extra waists Is a simple, good fitting
blouse, and the woman who has time
and is willing to take the trouble to
follow the directions that come with
any one of the many patterns that
can be had for a few pennies, and
can't turn out a good plain blouse. Is
the exception.
Given thlB, the rest Is only a matter of discretion. Kvery family or
Individual who is In any way interTlie worn at out? of thv fuHhion-sifili- - ested in clothes, should possess a
la a lonif, tlirht-flttin"Jane," one of the papier mar-hioat itT Xe.nivc liicp. It Is of the forms that can be had at from fifty
l!Htty qnalily mid ecru In tone, and cents up, and on which the waist can
I
mounted on pray taffeta, the un- be slipped and adjustments made at
der traillnk skirt beinfr of pray a great avlng
of time and suppressed
1iMTi.
language.
The waisteo;it of this late Rarment
Coral Jewelry anud coral embroidif of the Bjime silken fahrlc ns the ery.
A gown of primrose yellow is
foundation, hut a deeper Kray tone. trimmed
with bunds
of silver,
Ik toern displayed.
The taffetii revers gemmed with
coral.
Coral Is
Uae lace insertions as the only trlm-min- also mingled seed
'bright and dull
Ih
The waistroat
buttoned gold and with with
topaz and turquoise.
llh fimall round dull silver buare creeping In
I'endant ear-rintton.
Burely.
slowly
They are not like
but
tirown is th decided contrasting the old time ear drop,
fell
olor of the hat to be worn with this from a gold wire which which
pierced the
wedding cOKtume. It In fashioned of
ear.
The new pendant ear ornaiallne Jn a rich golden shade and ments
all have a stud fastened close
has 11 Iare choux of liberty silk at
to
ear.
the
and from this the pendant
Hide, with a band of the name
iti
is fashion;!mut the low crown. Gray and ecru falls. A mixture of gems
able an ear stud of pearls or turplumes curl at the left back.
quoise or sapphire, with a pendant of
diamonds, for instance. Most of the
pendants are formed
of several
VELVET LOOPS AND
d
stones, but a few single
gems are seen.
petticoats are of cam-triGAY ROSES Verywithdainty
deep, full flounces of wash,
ing tambour net, lavishly embroidered in colored linen.
Shades of roses, wine and purple,
are among the "beauty"
veils of
spring.
A
white net evening gown Is
spangled paillette In silver, and embroidered in trails of raised Valenciennes flowers, the leaves veined in
n
shaded fllosells. the
flowers
of shaded pink and nacre sequins
touched with bronze, and made with
.1 white silk foundation, veiled In softest blush rose.
The corsage, which
was cut very low, was almost entirely
or ino emoroiuery, ana was nnisned
with an empire sash of knotted reseda,
satin. The blending of color Is perfection.
Necklets and bracelet of coral are
or
affected by decided brunettes
Is
blonds.
The smartest necklet
formed of a series of coral carvings,
strung together with golden links.
The "medallions" represent roses or
leaves and are delicately and skillfully wrought.
A China blue rajah has a boauti- fully cut but perfectly plain hkirt.
The bodice has a square plastron of
blue silk crochet lace engramlng a
chemisette of cream guipre lace. A
wondrous factor a fantasy of cream
and blue coque plumes forms the
chief ornament of the cream chip hat
that accompanies this costume.
A chiffon evening gown is of the
new Phade, known as Terre d'Kgypte,
made over white, the folded tlchu
j and the center
panel painted in flow-- i
ers of wedgwood blue and romney
pinK, ana outlined on each side by a
panel of fine lace, a high sash of
ehenc reproducing the flowers In
more vivid tones, the very fussy lace
and net sleeves tied with gold tissue.
Another evening gown was of white
crepe de chine, with a deep insertion
of painted chiffon, the pink and yellow roses lightly touched with sliver,
giving the misty effect of moonlight
sheen, the chiffon draperies of the
In delicate gray ajid deep blue is decolletage drawn through two large
fetching headdress that will be worn diamond
and
floatins
with a mouse jrruy broadcloth irult. sash of frilled white utile the
also
The hat Ih a wide wft tlat of gray drawn through a glittering drawn
horse-shocMp, rocked htrh on one side, the
brim ut the front nd other tilde beA lovely gray blue net gown Is
ing In pentlo waves. About the crown wrought at the hem with an emnnd falling In a full cascade In the broidery of
oldlze and gold. It
laek Ih loops of velvet ribbon. This Is veiled withsilver,
chiffon, over which falls
is composed of the two colors, the another embroidery
carried out in
blue being a rich tone, the grayer a
de lune sequins, the whole sugdeeper shade than that of the chip. Claire
gesting
delicate
moonshine.
The
In the front the velvet ribbon, which
is of the mirror manufacture, la held sequins appear also on the corsage.
M
CATHBUINK
in place by a largo dull silver buckle.
He.neath the brim at the left Hide
where It Is lifted high Is set a line I)I(AIAGK TI VNKI. KOIl
CUII'l'I.E CKKKK MINIM.
of lrge rosea. These are In the
"off pastel colors.
New York, April 20. Although the
Is the hardest kind of
broken
rock
granite good progress is being made
Whooping Cough.
have used Chamberlain's Cough In the driving of the new tunnel for
Krmedy In my family in cases of drainage at Cripple Creek. Single-Jack- s
are used, and the bore is now
whooping cough, and want to tell you
bat It is the best medicine I have in Holid formation a distance of 41
ever used. W. K. Garton, Poseo, Ga. feet. The work of Installing the
This remedy is safe and sure. For large compressor will not be finished
for several weeks, and machine drill
ile by all druggists.
will not be In operation until tomoro.
row. The compressor, when set up,
I ONI.HOATH FAST
FOH M A I (AT! ION HACK. will be operated by electric power.
Toronto, April 20. longboat, who All excavation work for the various
s entered for the Marathon race at buildings haa been finished, and the
Kotfton, today, is In fine shape for laying a foundation for a saw mill
begun. The mill will be
the race, as lie was trained by the has been
In turning out timber and other
athletes of the west end Y. U. C. used
lumber
In
material necessary
the
A , and was sent over the
of the tunnel.
A boarding
'(ium at leant twice a day. With- driving
house, machinery building, and bunk
out exceirtlon he finished each of houses
are now in course of constructrials In better condition than
ihie
handling single-Jack- s
iiis pacemakers, and his chances of tion. The mines
claim
winning are considered to be tr ed In drivingthat the rock encountertunnel is of a peli.-He arrived in Hoston on the culiar quality, the
being nearly as hard
and used the spare time In as
llh.
Hint,
but
after a hole is ar..ied
i Militarizing
himself with the course. It Is easily broken
by the explosion
of powder. It is Impossible to preKny hkln itching Is a temper-testenow when the big bore will
dict
Tins more you scratch the worse It reachJust
that point where It Is to cut
Doan's ointment cures piles. the water
itches.
course.
-.''in:i any kin itching. At all drug
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If your name is not in list below, fill out blank above
and send same to the office of The livening Citizen.

c

An exquisite hot weather dress for
a girl of six la made of handkerchief
mien or the fine and sheer variety.
The tiny skirt is short and full, and
h
above its
hem la Inserted
a band of Swiss hand work. The
same fine material Is fashioned Into
an oddly shaped shoulder arange-men- t.
and Is then pressed into service
at the ends of the half sleeve.
A tiny frill of the linen ornaments
either side of the front buttoned
band, the buttons being of white crochet.
Soft nnd spreading Is tho wide Leghorn hat that will be one of the distinctive features of millinery for
small women. It Is simply trimmed
an immense drapery of pink silk
faille being Its only decoration.
one-Inc-
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We do it right. Ituruil DRY.
rta' Laundry Co.

notut:.

Im--
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One of the new Hi Iks is transformed into a charming frock with the
aid of Venice lace and heavily embroidered medallions. The lace
(Ilk are of a mouse gTay, while and
the
decorations are of deep blue, held in
place by old silver buttons.
The gown has a circular shirt,
which Is set in boxed pleats at the
waist line. At the center of the
front, and also the back, a pleat runs
high upon the blouslng bodice.
Tho surplice waistcoat Is made from
the Venice lace. This Is dyed to
match the silk. Contrasting to this
mouse gray is the underbodlce and
undersleevea which are of ecru. The
fabric used for this part of the garment is a sheer batiste.
COMMEHClAli llODins
VISIT PANAMA CANAL.
Memphis. Tenn.. April 20. Following the southern states and gulf coast
conference, recently held at New Orleans, and having for one of Its objects the pressing of the claims of
the gulf ports and Mississippi valley
for recognition In the matter of canal
affairs, the commercial organizations
of the south Join In an itinerary to
the Panama canal, their ship leaving
New Orleans today.
The Memphis
mercantile exchange U represented,
with several of its members as delegates. The movement was started
some time ago by the Nashville board
of trails, with the
of the
New Orleans Progressive union. The
following itinerary was arranged:
Leave New Orleans Saturday. April
20, arrive at Colon Thursday. April
Zi at 4 p. in.; leave Colon via Panama railroad for Panama, inspecting
railroad; remain Friday.
Saturday
and Monday; leave Colon
Monday,
April 29, arrive at Port Limon Tuesday, April 30 ut 7 a. m.; leave Port
Llnion Tuesday, April SO, 10 p. m.,
arrive at San Jose Wednesday, May
1 at 6 p. in.; leave San
Jose Wednesday. May 1 at 10 p. m., arrive at
New Orleans Monday, May ( at 10

Speelman, of the firm of Speol-nia- n
a. nt.
& Zearing, 2u5 West Gold aveA specific
for pain Dr. Thomas' nue, has sold his interest to C. N.
To Chicken reuters.
hu'ctrlc Oil, strongest, cheapest lini-.:- .- Davis and in the future the firm will
t ver devised. A household rem-- . be known us Davis and Zearlng.
Mausard's Mills ars selling gool
All
accounts payable tu the new firm.
jy lii America for 25 years.
wheat at $1 40 per 109 lbi.
-

K.

Castillo, Juan, laborer, res. 719 East
street.
Castillo, Juan D. D., Jeweler. 11
south Third street; res. 117 south
Third street.,
Castillo, Manuel, laborer, res. 190
south Second street.
Castillo, Manuel, employe Santa Fe
shops, res. 909 Hare las road.
Castle, A. C, employe American Lumber Co., res. 420 north Eleventh
street.
res. 820
Caughlln. Miss Gertrude,
west Lead avenue.
Caughlln, Mrs. J. W.. res. 320 west
Lead avenue.
Cnulk, Benjamin T., clerk, Santa. Fe;
res. 202 east Hazeldlne avenue.
Caulk. S. L., machinist, Santa Fe;
res. 202 east Hazeldlne avenue.
Cavanaugh.
Arthur W.. traveling
salesman, rea 321 north Fourth
street.
Cecchlnl. V.. prop. Alvarado shoe
store, res. 109 west Railroad ave
nue.
Center. George, employe American
Lumber Co., rea Los Duranes.
Central Drug Store (8. Vann 4 Son.
props), corner Gold avenue and
Second street.
Central Grocery and Saloon, 128 east
TIJcras avenue.
Cervantes, David M., barber, res.
rear postofflce. Old Town.
Chacon, Edward, clerk, A. Faber,
res. 1124 south Third street.
Chacon, Mrs. Lucia W. (widow), rea
1124 south Third street.
Chacon, Peter, clerk, Fasjer Furniture Co., res. 1124 south Third
street
Chadbourne, M. O.. mgr. Albuquerque Traction Co., rea 616 Kelehcr
street.
Chadwlck, Charles (Charles Chad- wlck & Co.), rea 108 west Gold
avenue.
Co.. sheep com
Chadwlck, Charles
mission broker,1 108 west Gold ave
nue.
Chadwlck. Will W. (Charles Chad-wic- k
& Co.), res. 108 west Gold
avenue.
Chaffee. M. N.. prop, fruit store, rea
207 east Kailroad avenue.
Chamberlln, Dr. L. II., dentist, room
2 Cromwell block; rea 1026 west
Kailroad avenue.
Chambers. C. It., trainman Santa Fe
Ky., res. Highland rooming house.
Chambers, S. L., res. 618 south Broadway.
Champion. George W., head salepmnn
for A. Faber, res. 413 south Arno
street.
Chnnrplon Grocery Co. (Matteuccl
4
Uros., props),
west Tijeras
avenue.
passenger con
Chandler, Alfred
ductor, res. 614 south Arno street.
Chaplin, William, prop, shoe store,
121 west Hallroad avenue; res. 32$
north Fourth street.
Chapman. Kdward P.. baggageman
Santa Fe Ity., rea
south Third
street.
A.,
Charles, Prof. J.
music teacher,
rea room 8. Whiting block.
Chauvln, Adclord, painter and decorator, 710 west Kailroad avenue;
res. same.
Chaves, Adam, employe Santa Fe
shops, res. 1100 Uarelas road.
Chaves, Adolfo, employe American
Lumber Co., res. Fifteenth street
and Koma avenue.
Chaves, Adolfo, grocer, 14 26 south
Second street; res. same.
Chaves, Alessandro. employe Santa
he shops, res. 1511 Uarelas road.
V., pressman, res
Chaves, Alfred
421 west Pacific avenue.
Chaves, Ammln, land titles, room 3
bldg.; res
First National Hank
1109 Kent avenue.
(.'haves. Antonio, employe Albuquer
que Milling Co.. res. 1317 south
Third street.
Chaves. Antonio.
clerk, Graham
Uros.. res. 1323 Harems road.
Chaves, Antonio S., employe Santa
re shops, res. 304 west Cronjwe.il
avenue.
Chaves, Mrs. Atllaso (widow), res.
312 north First street.
Chaves, Miss Aurora, employe Im
perial laundry, res. 807 I'arelas
road.
Chaves, Candido, res
1514 south
Third street.
Chaves. Carlos, truckman A . T. & S
F.. res. 315 north Soventh street.
Chaves. Caslmero, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 1511 liarelaa road.
Chaves. Miss Clementine, clerk Well- ler & Henjamln, res. 1511 sout.i
First street.
Chaves, David, laborer, res. 1511
south First street.
Chaves, Miss Delia, milliner.
210
south Second street; rea 1105 north
Twelfth street
Chaves. Dennis, rodman city engineer's office, res. 1611 south First
street.
Chaves, Devcrato, employe Santa, F
shops, res. 441 west Pacific avenue.
Chaves, Fduardo, grocer, 905 south
Second street; res. same.
Chaves, Eliseo C. employe Ameri
can Lumber Co., rea 1423 south
Second street.
Chaves, E. C, employe American
Lumber Co., rea 1423 south Second
street.
Chaves, Emello. employe American
Lumber Co., rea Los Duranes.
Chavea Mrs. Emilia (widow), re
1102 south Third ittreet.
Chaves, E. V attorney at law, room
8, Grant block;
rea. 215 north
Seventh street.
Chavea Mrs. Evan (widow), res. 302
west Bridge street
Chaves. Felipe, blacksmith. J. Kor- ber & Co., rea 1102 south Second
street
Chaves, Fllomeno, laborer, res. 1.18'
south Broadway.
Chaves, Frank A., bookkeeper, rsa
1508 south Third street
employe Americas
Chavea Fred,
Lumber Co., res. 1310 west Marble avenue.
Chaves. Fred F., prop, grocery store,
res. 14 30 south SeconH street
Chaves, Francisco, laborer, rea 1332
East street.
Chaves, Guillermo, meat market, res.
1406 south Second street
Chaves. Gulverno, employe American
Lumber Co., rts. Fourth street and
Tijeras avenue.
Chaves, II., employe A., T. & S. F.;
res. Old Town.
Chaves, H?nry, employe Santa Fe
shops, res. 131S south Third street.
Chaves, J.. laborer, res. 1013 north
First street.
Chaves, Jacob, employe St urges hotel, res. Ios Angelea rooming
house.
Chaves, J. A . employe American
Lumber Co., res. 1514 Vi south Second street
Chaves. Jose, employe Santa
Fe
shops, res. 1210 Barelas road.
Chaves, Jose, butcher A. tk P. market, res. 1413 Barelas road.
Chaves, Jose A., machinist apprentice Santa Fe shops, res. 1406 south
Third street.
622-62-
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Commercial Printing

Haying Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
AH Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

r Chaves,

Joso B.. employe American
i.umoer fo.,-res- .
1425 south Third

street.

Chaves, Jose E res. 1511 Barelas
road.
Chaves. Jose F., res. 1512 south Sec
ond street.
Chaves, Juan, laborer.
res. 1513
soutn first street.
Chavea
Juan Jose, laborer, res.
161414 south Second street
Chaves, Juan N., employe Stern.
re
'o., rea 6U4 west Iron
avenue.
Chaves, Julian.
helper Santa Fe
shops, rea 1102 south Second
street.
Chaves, Ievrlda. employe Alvarado
lnundry, rea 1419 south First
street.
Chaves, lAirenzo. emnlnvn American
Lumber Co., res. 604 north Arno
si reel.
Chaves, Manuel, fireman Santa Fe
Ky rea 1404 out Second street
Chaves, Mariano (.'.. clerk F. F. Chaves grocery, res. 1430 south Second
street.
Chaves, Miss Maria, laundry woman,
rea 608 west Iron avenue.
Chaves, Mrs. Marie (widow), domes.
7 ........
n I,.. .
tic rmm
,rh , . Ullll
dii otii.
'Chaves. Martin, truckman
A. T. & 3.
r . lty., res. south Broadway.
Chaves, Martinez, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 1313 Mtrblo ave
nue.
Chavea Meliton. clerk First National
Dank, rea 608 west Silver nvennn
Chaves. Meterlo, employe Santa F
nops. res. 1724 Bare as rosd.
Chaves, Miguel, laborer,
rea 723
;ast street.
Chaves, Mosaia employe American
Co.. rea 1611 Unreins riuil
Chaves, Nelquades, helper Santa Fe
Doner shops, res. 428 wost Pacific
avenue.
Chaves, Nestor, laborer, res. 729 East
street.
Chaves, Nicodemus, helper Santa Fe
mac nine shops, res. 428 west Pacific avenue.
Chaves, oliglo, employe ' American
Lumber Co.. rea Bridge street.
Chaves, Pin, driver Springer Trans- Ter Co., res. 600 Pac lie avenue.
Chaves, Santa Cruz, laborer, rea 1426
south First street.
Chaves. Santiago, helper .'Santa Fe
round house, res. 423 west Pacific
avenue.
Chaves, Sarah,
employe
Imperial
launury. res. lots John street.
Chaves, Mrs. Sernflna (widow), res,
1322 south Second street
Chaves, Tim, laborer, res. 1013 north
First street.
Chaves, Trinidad, helper Santa Fe
machine shops, res. 1401 south Sec
ond street.
Chaves, Vlncente, employe Albuquer
que foundry, rea 1514 south Edith
street.
Chaves, Victor, domestic, 624 west
Tijeras avenue: res. same.
Chaves, Mrs. Virginia (widow), roa
4 21 west Pacific avenue.
Chavlda, Jose, carpenter, res. 1397
inirelas road.
Chavlda. Juan, employe Hahn's coal
yard, res. 1399 Barelas road.
Chavlda, Manuel, clerk. res. 1397
Barelas road.
Cheek, Charles, clerk Savoy hotel.
res. same.
Chess, Mrs. Florence (widow), rea
124 south Edith street.
Chlbera. Juan, yard helper W. If.
Hahn & Co., rea 1399 south Fifth
street.
corner
miners. Miss Gladys, res.
Kailroad avenue
and
Twelfth
street.
Chllders. Wm. I!., attorney at law.
office 117 west Gold avenue; res.
Kailroad avenue
and
Twelfth
street.
Chonte, J. P., cigarmuker. res. 115
north Hill street.
Chrlsman. Tracy, carpenter, rea 307
south Eilith street.
Christens T.. res. 619 south High
street.
Christiansen, Chris., tailor, E. B.
Booth, res. 315 north Arno street.
Christian Science Hearting Kooni,
room 2b Grant block.
Church. ItoKwell E.. machinist Santa
re shops, res. 724 south Broad
1

C

TU

way.

Clsneroa Juan, employe American
J.umljer 'o., res. 1406 south Sec
ond street.
City Fire Department (A. C. Burtless,
enter), aus north Second street
Clancy, Albert, student, res. 911 west
Copper avenue.
Clancy, Frank W., attorney at law.
116 south Fourth street; res. 911
west Copper avenue.
Clarion. A., transfer, res. 710 west
Tijeras avenue.
Clark, Mra Catherine, rea 916 south
Broad wuy.
Clark, Mra Charles, res. 1001 north
Second street
Clark, Mra C. C. (widow), res. 916
south Broadway.
Clark, George P., clerk, master mechanic's office; res. 1001 north
Second street
Clark, Henry, janitor first ward
school, res. 824 south Arno street.
Clark, Jeanette, employe Hubbs laun
dry, rea 319
south First street.
Clark, Jessie
, clerk Faber Furni
ture Co., rea B15 south Walter
st reet.
Clark, Leveret t M , employe Bunk of
Commerce, rsa sunt.
Clark, William I)., locomotive engi
neer, rea 787 sooth Edith street.
Clarke, Henry D., apprentice Santa
e tin shop, res. 409 west Iron
avenue.
Clarke, Howard, clerk. Ilenhatn In
dian Trading Co., res. 609 we.it
Koma aveuue.
Clarke, Miss Jesne P., elerk. postof- nee; rea 499 west Iron avenuo.
Clarke, John, machinist
Han la Fe
shops, rea 409 west Iron avenue.
Clarke, John Lee, mgr. Benham In
dian Trading Co., rea. 699 wet
Koma avenue.
Clarke. Samuel, employs State Na
tional bank, rea 617 south Third
street
Clarkvllle Coal Co. (J. a Beavon,
mgr), 60 J south First street
Clay. Charles II., employs Zelger's
cafe, rea 114
west Gold avenue.
Claypool, Miss Daisy, trained nurse,
res. 216 north High street
Clayton, Dr. Edmund M., physician,
2
rooms
bldg., rea
Harnett
416 west Gold avenue.
Clayton, Wm. D., secretary Kotall
Merchants association, res. 704
south Walter street
Cleghorn. Alexander C, muchinlst
Santa Fe shops, rea 331 Vi west
Kailroad avenue.
Cleghorn, John, employe Santa Fe
(nice, res. 321
west
itailroad
avenue.
Cleghorn, Mrs. John. prop. Golden
Kule rooming house, 321
west
Itailroad avenue; rea same.
Cleland, A. W., capitalist, res. Com
mercial club building.
Celland. Mra F. W.. res. 115 west
iron avenue.
21-2-
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New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

J. D. Eakla. President.
Q. Oloml, Vies President.

Cbu. Mellnt, "UcrsUry
O. Btchecht, Trensrcr.

Consolidated Liquor Company
'

Successors to
MCLINI A EAKIN, and

ACHECHI

WHOLKBALK
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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k0p

wiything In Hook to outfit tbo
uo$t fa Hidloan bar oomplelo
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Have bean appointed exclusive agents In ths Southwest for
S.
Schtltc, Wm. Lamp and St Louie A. B. C. Breweriee; Yellowstone
Groan Rlvr, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, LOula Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other atandard brands of whiskies toa numerous te mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
But eell the atrmlsht article aa received by u from the beat laerlee,
DuTtiUeriee and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and lnaseet ear
Btook end Price, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee klst,
leaned to deaJera only.

Albuquerque

Foundry and
P.

m.

MALL.,

Machine Works

roH0tor

Bpase Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
Pufctoys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an!

Iron and

EhaXt-Ing- s,

Iron

Fronts tor Buildings.
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Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. If.
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CHAPTER ONE OF REFORM

We will now probe the reform movement Just i
little. later thore will doubtless be even a better
to go deeper Into the matter und the results
will probably be more sensational.
It will first be necessary to hie back a few years.
We then find the morning paper as much of a democratic 'organ an at present, with the added virtue, If virtue It has, of owning up to tho fact and not masquerading under the .guise of a republican paper, which It I
been and never will be. l"anny
i "t. never ha
reformer, was president of the Democrat Publishing company. Democratic politics suffered a slump
and there wa's not money enough In sight to suit Danny.
Thereupon the democratic paper announced Its conversion to the republican faith, and brought over lito the
party all of the paper's employes, thrown in for good
Knowing little or nothing of republican
measure.
r republicanism of any sort, the morning
principle
paper at once started out to reform the republican party
as follows:
It demanded a combine to secure the county printing of Kernalillo county, at an excessive rate, and arranged to ffplit the proceeds between the two dally
papers ill this city. It must be remembered, however,
that The Kvenlng Citlen at that time was owned by
the firm of Hughes & MeCreight. and not by the presThe morning paper, being backed
ent management.
by the wealthy corporations of the Orant estate and
threatening to use this wealthy Influence to enforce Its
demands, the firm of Hughes & MeCrelght could not but
The Citizen was then handling the county
accede.
printing. The morning democratic paper, In its new
role as a republican reform publication, agreed to continue this arrangement, but to Increase the rate charged
for the printing 4o nearly double what It was before,
allow The Citizen a commercial rate for doing the work
and then split tho profits. This was the first work of
reform done by the morning sheet under Danny
Immediately following Its conversion to the
republican faith.
For years the Journal, by the Democrat Publishing
and white
company, Danny Maepherson, reformer
whig, president, was a full partner In the scheme to
rob the county of Bernalillo by overcharges, which
were always divided between the two parties to the understanding. The same man Is still at the head of th ;
morning publishing concern. The Citizen has changed
management.
The fact that two establishments combined, and
with a monopoly, overcharged for work done, might
not be so remarkable in these days of peculiar ideas in
business matters, If not for tho fact that tho main ele
ment In the robbery of the county did not now appear
as a reformer and a denouncer of all others.
Having
Macnherson's game Is a simple one.
newspaper, he robbed the county In connection with
the former management of the Citizen, as long as he
could control that arrangement by either threats or argument. He then set himself up as a reformer, and
the manager of an honest business proposition, and
undertakes to stampede the people Into his little corral.
After the" great reformers secured the power in
Uernallllo county all talk of "lowest bidder" In connection with the county work ceased, and the contract was
given to the Journal at Its own price by the present
county commissioners. No bids were asked for.
It has been howling for the territorial work for
some months, and talks "lowest bidder," but In the light
of Its action In the county printing matter It Is hard
believe that the same underhand work will not be don'3
In connection with the territorial work.
In the light of this mild reform
stunt of Maepherson and the morning paper, the people
may rest assured that the great amount of Information
now In the hands of The Evening Citizen, bearing upon
:the recent reform movement and the connection of
"Maepherson and the morning paper therewith, will not
only be Interesting, but will be highly sensational. This
is chapter one. There are many, many more chapters
to follow. The above Is the mildest of the lot.
Is It not a fact that the Journal received a "rako-,on- "
on the territorial work, or a part of it, for one
year?
Mac-pherio- n,

Mac-pherso- n.

f

UP WITH REPUBLICANISM

LINING

will

not

be

HOSOOK,

l!ov-erno-

, The editor and manager of the Silver City Independent, W. U. Walton, Is secretary of the territorial
democratic central committee, yet he Is a man whoso
sense of justice cannot be clouded by the demands of
Pity that such characters are not
partisan politics.
more numerous. In the last issue of the Independent
Mr. Waltqn said: "The fact remains and must be ad
mltted by all fair minded men that Colonel Frost has
been an exceptionally efficient officer. His thorough
fanullarlty with the affairs and conditions of the ter
ritory, his well known literary ability, and above every
thing else, hU tireless energy, rendered him peculiarly
adapted to the position as secretary of the bureau
During nis enuro autmnisirauon, colonel Frost gave
faithful find conscientious service, and In so doing materially advanced the Interests of the territory. The Independent believes In giving credit where credit Is due,
regardless of politics, and consequently takes pleanur-In according to the retiring secretary of the bureau of
immigration that appreciation of hlb work to which h
is Justly entitled."

TIIR ROOSTm.

Governor Hagerman having
IVmlnc Graphic:
nl.ivcd Into the hands of tho grafters and alleged reform
ers, can blame no one but himself If ho Is removed by
tbe president. We aro grieved more than we e'er can
tell to see one to young and promising as Governor
Hagormnn ruined right on the start by bad associates,
thus checking a career that might otherwise have been
long and useful.
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Stickley Bros. Mfg. Co.

STIR
OVER
ROSCOE'S
LOSS

In one of the two cars received this week we received a large
supply of those well known goods. Fumed Oak Is going to take
the place of weathered oak, an 1 In the Mission style It Is the perfect
finish.
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THE NEWEST AND GREATEST
ADVANCE IN MUSIC SCIENCE

jjX)O0O0O0XXXXXXXX0XX0XXXXXX
great Inventions of the age Is the
years the inventor,
fourteen
For
telharmonlum.
in
and . Its problems,
hill, worked over the . machine
, i. .
.. V u .
.
his laboratory dt HolyoKe, .Mass., oeiore mo
was told of It. For several months past an instru
ment has been on exhibition In New York, doing won
derful things.
The telharmonlum Is a musical instrument, whi':.l
produces electiicauly, without the intervention of organ pipe, string, wire, reed, or tube, music having
the tone quality of any Instrument or combination of
Instruments; and further, transmits the music to any
point or any number of points, at any distance within
the reach of an ordinary telephone.
Kaeh note In a musical scale, and each sound withviin the range ut human sense, has its own rate of
bration. The number of vibrations per second that
g
object to tha
are transmitted by the
ether determines whether a sound Is high or low, and
the musical Intervals bear an exact mathematical relation one lo another according to tho number of vibrations.
Taking advantage of this old familiar law of physical science. Dr. Cahlll has wound a separate dynamo for each note In the musical scale, so that the num
ber of vibrations transmitted to the ether by a magnet and telephonic diaphragm exactly corresponds to
the number of alternations per second In the current
generated by each dynamo.
Further, tho tone quality of any instrument Is produced by the addition of "overtones" or "partials" to
the fundamental notes of the scale. Applying this well
known law of acoustics, Dr. Cahlll can "build up" any
fundamental tone and give It the quality of an oboe,
violin, boll, harp
clarinet, cello, horn, drum, bag-pipor the human
or any other orchestral Instrument,
In time, with the perfecting of the mechanism,
voice.
the Inventor expects to produce the singing rustle of
leaves in the wind, the tinkle of falling water, and thii
songs of birds.
The demonstration of the wonderful instrument
suggests magic. The arc lights in the room sing and
play the Tannhaeuser march and choral. Flute notes
emanate from hydrangea bushes, the palms give forth
tho soulful melody of a 'cello, and from a hanging
basket of ferns, the oboe notes seem to float Into the
room. The music comes from everywhere, anywhere.
It Is all purely electrical, and the music Is all sent
forth at the end of the wire, not transmitted over n
telephone.
Tho musician sits at tho keyboard and
produces at will any note or combination of notes, any
tone quality or combination of tone qualities.
Out in the bay the warship Virginia lies at anchor,
her officers and their guests are listening to the music
brought to them by wireless. At fashionable apartments a wedding is celebrated lo the music sent from
the telharmonlum miles away. Sunday evening song
service In a great hotel is conducted by the chaplain
who calls over the telephone for a certain hymn and
has tho music, grandly played, delivered In the hall
through the medium or an arc light or an orange
tree. Chicago dpens a great electrical exposition ant!
music for the opening Is supplied from New York,
nearly 1,000 miles away.
It sounds like a dream, or worse. Yet it is not
Imagination, but the story of things actually being done
in New York today.
To musicians the greatest feature of the new instrument Is Its ability to go out beyond the few scores
of orchestral instruments now In use, and "build up"
pew tones of pew and Hitherto unheard of and un
discovered Instruments, for tho Infinite coloring of th
There is actually no limit to
music of the future.
the number of tone combinations that tho telhar
monlum can produce. From one central station, literally millions of people, on land and sea, can be sup
plied with music In homes, churches, schools, clubs,
restaurants, and on shipboard. El Paso Herald.
one
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is the purchaser of a Morris or
other "easy" chair here no less
the buyer of bed chamber suits
(sleep made a Joy(, dining room
furniture (every meal a delight)
or pieces for parlor, drawing room
or hall (each article an ornament
to the home). If anythlng's needed to complete your pleasure .. s
our pricing. Glad to outline it on
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The Kstancla News hits the null Miu.trcl) on th
She also knows liieir intense desire lo lie with
head when it says that the bent advertising the Kstancla those who are so fortunate as to be able lo see. She
valley can receive is from the satisfied settlers who asks the fully dowered to help lift the handicap.
She
have euino there and who are sending back to friends, would have the little blind child especially instructed
relatives and former neighbors streams of letters alxoi In his ow :i neighborhood and taught handicraft by
the valley and Its prospects.
which he may earn an honest tiling in ordinary surroundings.
The latest addition to the .New Mexico
per
in New York special work lias been done along
family made Its appearance
last week.
It Is the tin. line of her theories and gratifying results hav:
Morlarlly Messenger. Who knows the ex.iel number of already ensued, although the experiment Is new.
papers published in this territory v
people, blind and seeing, have done much toward advancing the standard.
One of the Chicago
Ke
New Mexicuri:
Danny Mutphcrsuii, con papers suggests a study of the Massachusetts plan, be.aniu
tiolli-- i
.,f tin- libels, slanders and falsehoods that ap- cause of the trouble Illinois Is having with
its scheme
pear .i'm'-'- . i. aily iii the Albuquerque Morning Fakir of slate aid for the blind. The men and women who
J.u::..tl and lire directed against leading and respect cannot see want neither charity nor dependence. They
able eltleuM of the territory, will have to give up his want of the world Into which they are born, a fightoliee of lick spittle in extraordinary and as boot lick ing chance to make the most of the endowments that
par excellence lo the executive of the Sunshine terri have not been denied to them Uuluth News Tribune.

The

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

Ananias club dat am if yoh am big.
enough which yoh am not."
Utile Danny "Quit your joking,
Friday. Now I'll tell you what you
do you go out and get mo a pair
of gum shoes the biggest you can
get and I'll III give you that
inornin' paper of mine when I get,
through with it."
the Mudslinger "Looky
Frldav
hyar, Mlstah Danny do you all dun
(lib
take dls nlggah foh a dam fool?guess
me dat Mornln papahY wan i
am lookln
not! If dis heah nlggah goln'
In foh
POLITIGALVAUDEVIIIE
foi. t. niniiH. he all am
reform and get "em straight from dat
an
anu
iresii
man Teddv in bunches
yoh all take dls nlggah foh
Whala
dialogue,
is
it
little
following
The
anyhow ?"
understood will form an Interesting
(Curtain.)
stunt in the repertoire of Little Dana
ny and Friday the mudslinger, during
the coming season.
thought
comforting
one
is
There
Friday the Mudslinger "Mlstah these dark days for Little Danny,
Danny, I see we all's gotta new
succeed In sellthat even If he didn't
ing the city that broken down old
its
water works system at three times
Little Danny "Well'."
succeed
that even If he didn't
Friday the Mudslinger
Whatta value;
In making that fake reform graft
we all goln' do, Mlstah Danny?"
pay. the good charitable county comLittle Danny "Do him all we can." missioners
may continue to give him
Friday the Mudslinger "Y'as sail, the reform county printing in secret
putting hiin to the
dat dar am all right too, Mlstah Dan- session without
ny, but dey dun tell me his name trouble of bidding on It. Kvery little
bit helps, these hard times.
ain't Herbert no sail, ha, ha, ha."
O
Little Manny "Weil Inundate him
with mud.
said Friday
can,"
the
itush
Friday the Mudslinger "What am
find it," said Dan.
"Can't
dat dar word Inuiulerdate?"
Ask the Oov.," said Friday.
Lille Danny- - "Yes It means cover
"Who has got the can'.'"
him up."
O
"Yali, yah
Friday the .Mudslinger
Can
an sposln he dun kick off de klver,
A special meeting of the Tin
den whtit yo all gwine do?
will be held this evening at the
club
let me ask you oftice of the Morning War Cry for the
Little l)anny--"No- w
a few questions."
purpose of electing officers.
Mudslinger--"Y'as
Friday the
sab Me, the C.ov. and Little Friday.
Ise a llstenin."
Campaign Committee.
Little Danny "Sposin. he does not
kirk olf the cover?"
It is now acknowledged to be more
Friday the Mudslinger "Yah. an
if he don't hit will be 'bout de fust than a rumor that l.lllie nanny u of
thing he iloun kick off. Dat man am: a deep laid plan to gain control
a personnel fren of dat man Teddy, the Tin Can club and uring u io
Stand up for your town.
wid de big stick.
0
Utile Danny "Who Is Teddy?'
Friday the Mudslinger "Mlstah
Don't foriret Danny, that between
Danny, doan you dun know dat man
devil and the deep blue sea there
he's do president ob de United Slates the
for reform because no matde terror ob do muck rakers de is room large
maythat pane of glass
ter how
Inventor ob de Annuals club an udder be,
It with a
break
always
you
can
lemout
de
do man dat bans'
clubs
ons, cans ami udder advice de feller hammer.
dat luk San Juan hill because Curry
couldn't git across dar in time tu hep
him de man dat dun make Kusshla
kiss Japan de dlscobcrer ob de fust
bar dat needed klllln de man dut kin
OUR DAILY
read, write, flgger, swar, cuss, pray,
tight, ride, arbitrate, saw wood, bust
trusts an broncos swim an talk poll
A
tics all at de same time Dais who
dat man Teddy am!"
Just "IUdiunks?"
Utile Danny "1 guess we'll have
passeJ
foreigners
many
How
to get acquainted with him, Friday."
Friday
the Mudslinger "Dat's through Albuqueruue last night?"
now was asked Night Depot Master Felds,
right you all bettah I dun
this morning.
him pussonally yas sub you all as he went off duty mean,
Uohunks?
"What do you
bettah dun gll right wid dat dar
Oh, several hundred, and from what
man."
They
Little Danny- - "How will 1 do it I can learn more are coming. Italians,
are made up of Itusslans,
Friday?"
nationalities,
Mudslinger "Looky (Ireeks, Huns and other
Friday the
you all Jls keep but to save tho trouble, we call them
hyar, Mistah Danny
on callin' him dat easy mark dat all Uohunks,' 'answered Fields.
An Inquiry with Agent T. K. l'urdy
pesky fool fob cannin' Herbert Dat
Kand other employes of the Hanta aptine smart man foh 'plntln Curry
Dal liar In ills room dat ain't named found that the same name was are
who
Hagcrnian an some more ob dem plied to all immigrants,
ting
by an by dat man Teddy am pouring into California from
cltv, direct from the old
goin' to ivkontzc de 'biliiy uu you ull
an dun inske yon member ob dut
guv-ernah- ."

When Helen Keller's .sens; defectiveness became
known there was sorrow among her dear ones an
then a determination to make the most of the gifts
with which she was endowed. Her marvelous brain
and cherry disposition responded to the efforts of a
devoted teacher, who was a constant companion, unti
today all civilized people regard tho young woman
Helen Kel- with combined admiration and affection.
er realized the difference between herself and other
people and set out to do her best, in spite of her
handicaps. How well she has done the world knows.
She has enlisted brain and heart in tho cause of
others who, like herself, suffer from the affliction of
sense defectiveiiesy. Her efforts have been especially
directed toward Improving the condition of the blind.
A current magazine quotes from an address embody
ing her views delivered in New York not long sine.--.
She pleads for special occupation for the blind.
Miss Keller does not believe in segregating tho&i;
who cannot see from their friends and neighbors, and
argues against the Institution life for them.
What
they need, she says, is work by which they may be
come useful citizens.
It Is characteristic of this young woman to t.ik"
for granted the ideal of usefulness s something for
which the blind are striving. She is right. She illus
trates her views by indicating the Massachusetts plan:
a plan in the Inception of which she herself took 4
deep interest.
A commission i:i that state took a census of tile
sightless, made a special appeal to communities to
provide for their blind, special Instruction and work
beside those who can see. Much was done along this
line, with gratifying results, and a shop was opened
In Boston, in which articles made by the blind were
offered for sale and found ready customers, because of
their excellence.
Miss Keller knows by experience that the hands
of tho blind are deft, and their own special senst
may be developed to an astonishing degree, she knows
the extreme senbltiveness of those who aro afflicted,
and their passionate desire to do their share of the
world's work, to avoid becoming burdens on state
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WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

e,

HELEN KELLER'S AUSS10N
IN BEHALF OF THE BLIND

and tan furnidfi an
call to innpect !f

a

F. H. STRONG

occasion

The news that's goln' round.
The gum shoes that ye talked about
Now make an awful sound.
Oh, I met with Mr. Teddy.
Tho guy with the big stick
And he tied a large can to nie
And he did it awful quick.
He's the most peculiar fellow,
That ever I did see.
He'd his pockets full of lemons
And he handed one to me.
Now I'm wearln' o' tho can. yes, a
wearln o' the can,
It ain't what its cracked up to be,
This wearln' o' the can.
Oh, Danny Dear, now don't you fear,
Th worst Is yet to come,
Th tall an uncut's left for me.
but you aro on the bum.
I thought those men were bluffing.
So I got a little lax
And now I've gone and caught it
Where tho pullet got the axe.
That reform of ours was silly.
Itut we couldn't see it then.
The gob I got's enough for me.
I won't reform again.
For I'm wearln' o' the can, yes, a
wearln o' th can.
I've had enough rcforniin now.
I'm wearln o' the can.
There's Friday too, what can I do.
To pay him for that slime
He wasted on the desert air,
lieforo f got my time.
Oh, I've met .tip with some knotty
things.
Some rough deals I have .seen,
Hut I never yet hit trouble
Like that swift old seventeen.
So Danny Dear, It does seem queer,
That we must say good-byI'm sorry we reformers
Didn't get to Cut the pie.
Hut I'm wearin o' th can. yes,
a
wearln o' th can.
It came C. O. D. from Teddy
So I'm wearin o' th can.

We also received 30 rolls of linoleum,
amount on short notice. We will welcome
largest line of household goods in the west.

TIIK PICTI HK

bv Herbert, the boy executive.)
Oh Danny Dear and did ye hear,
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During the recent crisis In the republican party, tho
Kas Vegas OpUe has wisely refrained from uny word or
action likely to precipitate stronger feeling or to widen
the breach In party ranks. Now that the president has
removed the cause of the trouble, as far as lies In hi.
powere. the Optic has come out boldly for the republican party and has shown that it intends to line up with
the decent republican press and the respectable people
reof the territory. Its opening shot at the would-b- e
form gang is a follows:
"The Albuquerque Journal, about the only newsr
paper In the territory that has supported former
Hagerman in all of his peculiar transactions,
blossoms out in a long editorial deploring the fact that
President Roosevelt listened to the leaders of the republican party rather than to the Journal. It expresses
In plain terms Its opinion of the president.
The Journal declares Its great admiration for the new governor,
however, and tries to convey the Idea that he is about
the same calibre as the man he succeeds. Hut It will
fall in this, as it has in the effort to run the territory
through Mr. Hagerman. Governor Curry will be gov
ernor, and It is safe to say that he will lend no encour
agement to any man or newspaper which seeks to de
istroy the republican party In the territory."
'

lory, a the new governor cannot una
reached by lick spittles and boot licks.

sll ISItW.

EVEIONG CITIZEB.

ALBUQUERQUE

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

I to Wtst Gold Avenue

We are the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co.t 124 South Second.
&

Dearer To

k Aiyltiin

If There

j

t

Ui

New-Yor-

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Phone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
W-PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
9&M
PER TON

BliJl

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
ArTCR MAY IS

John

Beaven

S.

S02 SOUTH

FIRST STREET.

Wlllluir.ii' Italian Pitt
. lit cure Hmid
anu
ltruiiip
Piti s. li ulisnrt'N ihe luiuoM
om e.
at
wluyn tl.e llcUitiK
j4 u ifciuliu-e- . k':vi lie'ant r
In f. lr. Wildauis'lnilMiii l'.lo U.nt
uient iprcrrrU for lVi'samllu uKvt .y bux la
ii if of Hie private parts.
oar mule. I. llv druicist. t mail on rr It.t lit prl,
60 r. ul. i4,l I.IMI. WlLliM
tt1UHClURIII6
T"P. l.velaud. oi.iw

SPr.
i

TV

GfiPBakan Powder

-

Made from cream of tartar derived
solely from grapes, the most deli-clo- us

and healthful of all fruit acid.

uu

C.

UIIK.N

or

WANT

lt

fcAT WKI.l.

eat with enjoyment and keep well,
provide yourself with rolls or bread
the best kind, the kind we bake
fresh every day. If you haven't been
In line with the wise ones.
Order hy
Phone if you like.

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South

First Street

II you want reicV.a in kmeuiaiii.
trv aa Evening ntlton want ad.
PEERLESS HOME-MADCANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
FFJ"S ;MI, CMH.1 K04IT BEFIT
STORE.
AT WAUTO.VS DUCO STOlUi
FOR 8 ALE BY 8. VANN ft SON.

FEE'S

E

SATURDAY,

M'ltll.

ALLL'yL'KIIQUE

UK IttOT

x refined establishment for the upbuilding of the people which this
city possesses. And let our correspondents from all parts of the country understand we have such an intention in this city, In lieu of tho wild
lot the name bo
and woolly west.
changed and not allow tho most valuable street of the city to bear such a
misnomer of a name.
J.H.MAT".

POPULAR VOTE
W

FOR

YARD

MOVING

MAY
HE
AVENUE
UAIIiltO l
CliliAK IIY DIX'KMIiKH 1 Till-- :
TltACTlON C(IM1'AY WI1J;

Til KM

1U'II,1

TO

4

4

4

4

'tb following tiamos for TlaM- 4 road avenue huve boon suKRcst- 4

d:

4 4

4
4
4
4

COAL OIL AND LANTERNS

4

CHEAPER THAN

sirry Nfreot.
Hlo Grande Avenue,
Main Street
Central Avenue
University Avenue.
Alvarndo Avenue.
Albuquerque Avenue
Htate Street.
Bryan Avenue.
(No change at all.)
4

Old Glory Helps Keep Sheep
In From Straying- - One

44444 it ti

Central Avenue.
1 favor Central avenue.
name tn the proper thing.

A

short
"Coal oil and lanterns are cheaper
than sheep herders," said Charles
Chadwlck, of Chas. Chadwick & Co.,
to a crowd of New Mexico ranchmen
a few days ago at Socorro.
"We are demonstrating that in Ari-

while lambing is being done.
Instead of having several herders stay
up all night, watching a flock of sheep
to keep them from straying, we just
set lanters around the Hock.
The
lanterns are set close enough together so that the light from one will
reach the light of another, and then
we
half way between the lanterns
place a small flag.
This array of
light and red, white and blue serves
the purpose of as many herders, and
the lanteerns are more trustworthy
than herders. They won't go away.
Of course we have to keep one man
on watch to see that the lanterns
don't go out, but at that tho lantern
scheme Is a great saving proposition."
Mr. Chadwlck Is lambing his sheep
at Congress Junction, Ariz., tills year.
zona,

IUDKIl.

to

MIS-TACII-

j

I

i:gs

still atat

" Th

10 per cent.
Dividends in the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

Worship

F--

Railroad Avenue

303-31- 0

REALTY CO.,
J. E. ELDER. Armijo Building.

C.

I

Watchmaker and Jeweler

Allen

R

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T.

S. F. K. R.

&

1

10 West Gold Ave. II

208 U2 West Gold (0OO00X)XX)00OX)0
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book.

Saint-Sue-

GRO-CKHIH- H

.'

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
:

Cash Specials
For Saturday
April 20th
Blackberries, per can.
Plums, per can
Griffins
Preserves,
oan
lle Sunflower Jams,
2'ie

2c
15c

13c
15c
i no

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.
Order Karly.

can
10c
15c Force, per pkg
loo
Silk. Diamond C, Dover or
White Kagle Soap, 8 bars
We also have all kinds

of

Wf lHIU-iriJ--

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

-

l

-

I

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. l.Jx itJtsi- W
v

Elks' Opera House:

.

O

--

Cooper, pastor.
Services at 11 a. m. ami s p. in.
In the morning Rev. Duncan Brortn,
D. D.. of Mexleo City, will preach on
tile theme. "Christ the Redeemer."
The pastor's theme at s o'clock will
be, "The Perdition of he Respcct-uble.- "
A.

Tuesday, April 30,
1907

Third Annual Play University
of New Mexico

Convenience - Comfort - Security I

THE

.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

MERRY

1

YOU

OF

NKU

i ne telephone pr
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your borne.

A TELEPHONE

WINDSOR

:

The Best Cut of Meat
can be had here any time. We dont
reserve them for a favored few and
compel the others to take what is left.

First Come is First Served
in this market.

We believe in giving
everybody u square deal.. Also In selling the very best meat we can get hold
of at the lowest prices possible. Try
us with an order.

lrd

..OUR..

The Champion Grocery Co.

CONSTANT

6UJ-82-

:ox)xokooco

n.

Sjielte

Ulet,

St. Louis WlKll Market.
l.ouK A.ril Ji. Wool sleaily

IMH K

litSI

LABOR

l

I

i;

WHITE

HWK

Vtr i:K.U

.o
Ulllsl?
UKIl'S HAMMlN

St.

SCREENS

kooooooooooo
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
tho longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Planter. Lime, Cement.
Paint. GlasJ, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FlItST STltKET AND COAL AVE. AI.Iirgl EJtyi K, NEW SfEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

PRKPAR VI'IONS

515

;

TONIGHT.

i)

-

Ave.

icut house for rem,
cheap: good rsf, good well, etc.
Iiupilic at lorv
J'vto-rtMi-

TR1LD lUX'k

Allot M

Marble-

Highland Livery

Telephone 206

1

Sunday afternoon.
FREE LUNCH AT THE
ELEPHANT.

Ibn

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

.

HWK ItlllA MIK HV 1IIK 4'4.
i iMiit s
iioii i. ro M ki: ro- 7j
ha nged.
MORROW'S KINNMt Tlli: j;s'l"
NG LMB. UITII ALL
SPRI
AIR.
Free bai.d concert by American Till:
ilMM.V IIIAT tt Willi
Lumber Company band at Casino, IT.
i.

MATTEXJCCl BROS.
V. TIJeraa Ave.

SUPERIOR
IVNIISG MlluL
SEE OUK NEW UKICIv JiUILDLNU

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company

pr!l

4

Door screens ss btrong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- e
screen doors In both strenKth and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door nt 7 cents per foot at the

i

ins

IX TOUIl IIOMft

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

.

$i;.ii'

tsl

C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

Musical Program Morning.
Organ "Prayer From Lohengrin".
Wagner
Anthem "Kyrle''
Mozart
Offertory "Matins"
Graham
Solo
Selected
Mrs. II. J. CulliiiH.
Klfllillg Selifllons.
WIVES
Organ "Kn trancing )reams'
Gaston
Lille
Omaha LlvcNtiK-k- .
omaha. April 20. Cattle receipts, Anthem "Nearer, My God. to
eelpts 100. Market unchanged. WestThee"
Sudd"
tby rc- ern steers $3.50f G.25; Texas steers OlTertory-lues- t "ilercrcuse"
)
. . Detruck
$;!.o ' 4.50; cows and heirers 2.75fi
4.75; canners
$2.25 "ji' 3.50;
. .
stockers
Selected
and feeder $ 3.00 'if 5. 1 5 ; calves $J.00
.Mr. Gould.
W7.00; bulls 13.0061' 6.50.
Young People's meeting at 7 p. m.
Sheep receipts 1600. Market active Sunday school at 4 f a. in.
Strang
to stronger.
Yearlings $6.50 41)7.75; ers cordially invited.
wethers tti.2'i 7.00; ewes $5.r.or
Q
o
6. an; lambs $7.508.60.
Methodist Fpiscopal The itev. J.
lHjscn
Well
Cast
C. Rollins, D. D., pastor.
Chicago Livestock.
Oistnnilng Kffoctive
The Sunday school meets at 9:45.
Chicago, April 20. Cattle receipts, Strangers
are always welcome. KpStage StUings Aproprlate
1500. Market steady . Beeves $4.25ift worth league lit 6:45 and
ser
6.65; cows $ 1.75 W 4.K0; heifers $2.65 vice at 7:30. The church evening
is
situated
CU5.49; calves $4.50(6.00; good
to on the corner of Lead avenue and
prime steers $5. an 'it 6.65 ; poor to South
r0 und 75c
Third street. Following is the AiIiiiIknIou
H
5.30;
$4.25
medium
stockers
and order for
Itcwrved Mtx ou sain at Matron's
the day:
feeders $2.901 5.10.
!i7.
April
(Saturday,
a.
uftcr
in.
receipts
3000.
Sheep
Market Prelude Morning Worship.
Max
Oespen
Jfctidy. estern $4. 506.80; yearlings Hymn
"Thus Far the
Hath
$7.00J 7.75; lambs $6.50 'r .50; westLed Me On"
ern $6.r,0 8.60.
Apostles' Creed All uniting. . .
Gloria Patrl.
Kansas City Livestock.
Sixteenth SunKansas City. April 10. Cattle re- Responsive Reading
day.
ceipts 10U. Market unchanged. SouthAnthem.
ern steers 11.005.50; southern cows
AIM
ave With Thee" .. Roberts
I3.00W4.40; stockers and feeders "Peace 1 I Morning
Iesson.
;
$3. 7551 5.20; bulls $ 3. 1 5
4.0 4calves
Prayer.
4 0 1)
13.50'ir 7.00; western feeders
Offertory "Communion"
Brov. n
Is to sell good goods at a
5.X0; western fed cows $3.254.75.
Hymn
All Thy Mercies, O,
"When
Sheep receipts 700. Market steady.
My
God"
less
price than you can
Muttons $5.25 fir 8. 50; lambs $7.00 Id
S.iO; range wethers $5.506r7 5K: fed Sermon "The Master's Poverty".
Hymn "Rise My Soul and Stretch
buy them any other place.
ewes $5.0u!j'..25.
Thy Wings"
Benediction.
PrtMluce .Market.
The following is a samPostlude.
Chicago, April 20. Closing nuota.
March .
lions:
Handel
ple
of our prices:
Lveniiig Scrtlcc.
Wheat May 78 14 : July 81.
I Icspell
Prelude
Corn May 47'i'i48; July
Sting service.
ats May 44N: July
California Umiatoex, laixe caus 10c
Responsive Reading.
Pork May $15.724; July ii.K7'.i
I .as t'rucro tomatoes
12
Anthem.
Lard May
July
$S.6;'i 6i'8.65;
New York Ktat
Dliuier Party
$
7r.'.i H.77',2.
"The God of Abraham Praise"....
Sc
Brand, large can
Kilo Mav $v4i, July $S.6fi
Dudley Uuca
None better at any irice.
Prayer.
Money Market.
Address "Politics In Sodom"
Vork, April JH. Moiie ' on offertory
Freyer
ii i rial ; prime mercantile
.Mr. Thomas Hall
P i pe r Tenor Solo
1
per cent; silver 65c.
ii.
in
Benediction.
Metal Mai'Uet.
Postlude
Bernard Tours
Ne
Vork, April iO. Leal
.rid
lull, unchanged.
PI"
Z.FK.FRK SALOON WILL DO A
BIG III SIN I SS lONM.Iir.
Till V
HOMER M. WARD. Mgr.
Swlter Market.
ARi: HAVING ROCK HIIR AND
4

i.y

i--

First Pivshylf riuii Church Corner
Fifth street and Silver avenue; Hugh

Place Your

Where to Dine Well

Strawberries, Tomatoes, Sweet
Potatoes, etc.

"

r. r.

25o

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables,

M

w.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors

per

ran
0c
cans Standard Corn.... 15V?
15c Pork and
Beans, per

tor

F. Tomei & Brothers

119

per

2

ns

"Praise" God From Whom All Bless
lugs Flow."
In voeat hm.
Scripture Lesson.
Prayer.
Choir Response.
Offertory "Meditation"... . Baldwin
Anthem "Oh! lor n Closer Walk
Myles B. Foster
With God"
Mrs. McDonald. Soloist.
Postlude "March From Symphony
No. I"
.
J. Rafr

you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
cor
Each Item shows for Itself. There la
record of all receipts and expenditure In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou nave positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

when you come here for
AND PROVISIONS.
Whether you are preparing
for feasting or frugality
we
will make it worth your while
to call. Let these Items testify.

First Baptist Church Corner of
Lead and Broadway.
Services at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
Rev. J. F. Johnson will preach at
both morning and Evening services.
:S a. in.
Sunday school at
B. Y.
P. U. at 7 p. m. A cordial Invitation
is extended to all.
Mornljig Scrv U T.
Organ Prelude "Fanlasie"

E

WHEN

And Economy Certain

Congregational Church Corner
Broadway nnd Coal avenue; Rev.
H. Heald, pastor.
Regular morning service at 11
o'clock; subject of sermon, "Why We
Are CongtiregatlonallHts and What
We Are Doing About It."
Anthem "Praise Ye the Father"..
Choir
Organ Prelude and Offertory
Selected
Mrs. It. II. Lester! organist.
Kvenlng service at 8 o'clock; subject. "The Christian a He is and us
He Will Be."
Strangers welcome. '

g.

Puts System Into Your Business

I

p. m.

4

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
ever their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett build-luAlbuquerque, N. M.:

A Checking Account

I

'.--

. N. ISrigluuii
See
IIH Mulli SHX)iil MnH

Staab Building

. ..

N. H. ANDRUS
The Old Reliable

.

Phonographs Frp.p.
Frpp
1 VV
VV

PUc

ALBERT FABER'S

small cash payment and
$20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.
A

Where To

Most Comforts t!
in Uis Hons."

PORCH SHADES

.

1

mlor IijmIcm will tftve
ou a oil, Mrclmlrd restful
on tlte Inittcwt flays,
practically adding another
room lo your homo and
that room the mout com for -table, --crvk'coble. room of
nil.
Cnll und set our stock

Corner
3rd St.A Gold Ave.

"This weather
reminds me of
home," said Fred L. Crawford.
young man who came to Albuquerque
several months ngo from Chicago for
his health, as he walked about the
passenger depot this morning with
overcoat buttoned up and shivering
in the wind.
"This Is not New Mexico weather
but a little taste of the weather the
New Kngland states ami especially
New York receive every so often,"
remarked F. It. Strong, the local undertaker.
Police Judge Craig said that it was
beyond him. "Yesterday was summer, today it is winter, what will It
be tomorrow?" he asked Chief of Police McMUHn, who declined to answer, upon advice of counsel.
Besides the above remarks hundreds of other opinions were heard,
many funny, others pathetic and otherwise, all about the remarkable
change In the weather.
And ns usual, the old timers said
that It was unusual.

New York NoriM.
23
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
mm
American Car Foundry
3H
Atchison com
9H
2
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
59
Brooklyn Rapid Transit . .
Canadian Pacific
35
'olorado Fuel
Chicago Northwestern ....
Krlo com
234
117
Louisville and Nashville
74 Va
Missouri Pacific
60
TAMALE WAGON National Lead
Northern Pacific
134U
1 24
Pennsylvania
Reading com
107
2 IS
Hock Island com
IMKXIKS S'4KCHE1 AMI
82
Southern Pacific
MGKi WAS WHAT
13-St. Paul
HKFKLL M. lAH'E..
137 'i
Union Pacific
37
A terrible catastrophe
befell 11. li. S. S. com
10014
Ixpez. who runs the Menudo chile U. S. S. pM '
and hot tamale stand in front of the Greene Can
Hit
160
Savoy hotel, at First street and Silver Calumet and Arizona
53
avenue. Thursday night,
when his obi Dominion
7.
mustache cuught tire from an explo Copper Range
sion of gasoline in his wagon, caused North Butte
Jfi
by the gasoline coming in contact Butte Coal
Total sales stocks 128,000.
wtih an electric wire.
Lopez, while in a frenzy over the
Summary of Conditions.
partial destruction of his facial beauty
York, April
20.
Dun's He
marks, still had presence of mind to ii i
u ays spring trade develops slow
extinguish the blaze, wnlch was linly
because of unseasonable weather,
ing his wagon with smoke, scorching
his wienies and driving his customers hut wholesale business Is on liberal
leading manufacturing
senile and
from his place of business.
Lopez told a friend that he would plants are busy.
Bradstreels says: Pressure on pro
nevermore meddle with electricity
for deliveries Is Insistent, es- and gasoline, as he ruefully stroked ducers
Ix'cially in iron, steel ami cotton
his hand over his singed mustache, goods.
in a manner ludicrous to a stranger.
Federal bureau of labor says price
but not so with Lopez.
No report of Lopez's loss was made of commodities in lit06 reached high
est
ligure in the seventeen year per
at lire headquarters, strange to say
iod covered.
Snow storm extends from Wyoming
in the north Into New .Mexico and
ARCHEBEQUE
NOT SO
eastward Into Kansas, hut temperatures are not severe.
Banks gained 'in week's eurreney
WELL AS YESTERDAY movement
$2,77.500

"received
over the telephone yesterday from J.
A. Weinman, proprietor of the Golden
Kule dry goods store:
"You may say in The Citizen that
in the future my store will be on the
corner of Main street and Third
street. I am going to have my advertising natter say so, and don't you
forget it. I don't care what the
other merchants on the street do. I
am from this day going to call my
store at the corner of Main and
Third streets."
Railroad Avenue.
The old name is the popular name
as far as votes received by The livening ClWzen are concerned. So numerous have these votes been, in fact,
that space cannot he spared fur publishing them.
Whether this is because Hailroad avenue is the popular
name or whether the people favoring
it are more concerned
because of
business reasons. The Citizen will not
say.
to
A petition handed
undertake
around on Wednesday, headed
secured u large number of names, but the signing of
names to a petition is not to lie taken
as a criterion, sis it is eay to got people to sign names.
I'nlvcrNity Avenue.
To the Editor of The Citizen.
By mistake my name appeared in ,
last evening's Issue of your paper,
preferring the name of university
avenue In preference to Hailroad ave- - mihi.ixi is
lmud;
nue. Now, although I am and have
mn aicrkkteii
las
been a resident and property holder
h
is
oudkki
of Kallroad avenue for a number of
JtKIJOASKIt.
years, and desire a change of name,
although any of the several suggested,
Mlxuel Sedlllo, who is alleged to
such as Muin street, Central avenue, have stabbed Juan Archebeque Monetc., will suit inc.
But the naiue day night .at the former's home on
Railroad avenue suggests to my mind the Mountain road, is still at large.
smoke, dust. Job shops, wagon repair The man arrested at LaB Vegas
by
shops, train smashing with continual authorities there upon suspicion the
of
noise night and day, with the ever- being .Sedlllo, has
been
lasting blowing of the unearthly Sheriff Armijo communicatedreleased.
with
whistles and mangling and killing of the sheriff there and found that the
people and smashing of carriages in man apprehended
was not Sedlllo.
short, wholesale death traps. Now, if
Archebeque is still confined at the
t must come to a vote, surely the St. Joseph's hospital,
it was
property owners of said street should staled this morning thatwhere
he was not
have the preference of the naming of resting as well as yesterday
it, and from the present sentiment of
the people a. change of some name
Free band concert by American
is desired, as there are not 5 per cent. Lumber
Company
saUdled with the present name of Sunday afternoon. bund at Casino,
said owners of property.
I have traveled very much In most
HOCK ItKKK ON TAP AT 7.FJ.
of the railway cities from Maine to UEU'K.
California, and through the north and
south, but never saw a decent street
Free band concert by American
in any of them by that name. But Lumber Company band at Casino.
the nune University avenue suggest Sunday afternoon.

If
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Cool

Of the graduating class several will
Gulvnnljttl Iron Cornice, Tin lUtof
teach next year. Misses Cunningham
lug. Shccp-dl- p
Tanks, Galvnniz4-- l
and Nivin will seek positions in high
,M ami Repair Work
Water I auks,
schools or preparatory departments.
Misses 1'lnney, Nash, and Zclner are
Highland M. K Church 3 IN South
preparing for work In grammer Arno
street; O. B. llolliilay, pastor.
grades.
Sermon 11 a. m.; subject, "ChrisKdueatlon."
A small twenty-fou- r
page folder is tianKpworth
League meeting at 7 p. m.
soon to be issued containing thirteen
8 p. m.; subject, "The Sins
Sermon
cuts of University buildings and cam- of Good
Men In the Bible."
1 1 X L
pus. It Is to be supplementary to
Special music.
the recent catalogue.
0
AND
Christian Sflence Services Sunday
Prof. Iispinosa was absent yester-accoumorning
11
o'clock, at room 25.
at
day on
of illness.
Meat
Market
Grant building, corner of Railroad
street: subject,
Dr. Duncan Brown was a visitor at avenue und Third
901 South Edith
"Probation After Death."
the University last Monday.
Sunday school at 10 a. in.
Wednesday evening meeting at s
o'clock.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Reading room open daily from 2 to
Marketing is Easy

Get in Line.
As evidence that The Evening Citizen' popular vote contest is attracting attention abroad as well as In the
elty. a letter was received yesterday
from A. D. Conn, of Socorro,' containing u. Citizen's vote blank tilled out
as follows:
"I favor the following name for
Kallroad avenue Bryan avenue.
"Name of voter A. 1). Coon.
"Remarks Mr. Bryan will be our FIRE IN HOT
next president; get In line for natron- age "

...... Main Strvt.was
This announcement

Make Your
Hot Porch

a

IchikiI anil HIh kill in
mi) st If Panama u Spe-- team
cialty
Clothing
tleinnl nnd Pressed.
(tended
Owlcrs
to
Promptly.

Counsel.

addressed the students of the
lTnlverslty at the assembly perinu last
Monday morning on "How to Be Successful." His discussion of this theme
was in a vein of happy Inspiring adIllustrating
vice.
from common
every day life and (illusions to classic
every stuupon
literature Impressed
dent the great truth that to be successful one must develop body, mind
and spirit. "There is no divorcement
between the powers of the Individual,
mental and spiritual."
The preparation for success should not be hurried
"The longer the course the better."
declared Dr. Beaton. "Knowlenge Is
a prime requisite If success is to ..p
obtained for it Is Ignorance t..at
serves. There must be knowledge of
the laws of nature and by the development of body. mind, sentiment and
will then comes an distinctive ooeill-enc- e
to these laws. "Do you think an
education has to be sought In large
schools or scholarly environments.
Seek your Inspiration In your immeDr.
diate surroundings."
Beaton's
frnnk engaging personality together
with his sound helpful advice made
his address one to be particularly remembered.

iT

I

MR. W. O. HOFK.
West Copper Avenue
Curry Street.
Kill tor of The livening Citizen.
I believe that the entire community
will unite with me in favoring the
chasglng of Railroad avenue to Curry
avenue. In honor of Gov. George
Curry.
The name Is short and to
the point and suggests stability and
life.
The morning paper suggests
that It be railed Hagemian street.
Albuquerque don't want any dean

'

McMlilln Refused
Answer on Advice of

,

its.,- -

" T

lints

Chief

rnlver-slty-
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GROCERY

Point For Rockefeller.

815

HOUGH

Dr. Beaton, of the Chicago
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Hatters

OF HOME

HIM

Many of This Year's GraduGRESSING SLOWLY
ates Will Teach Next Year.

tiitnttn tint

4

STUDENTS

t

rwi

WEATHER REMINDS

UNIVERSITY

PAGR F1VB

is
me AiDuquerque

T.

PRO-

The local residents anil merchants
are manifesting considerable Interest
NOW IS THE TIME
in the work the Santa Ke railway is
TO HAVE YOUK SAY doing towards moving the transfer
tracks from around Hallroud avenue
to the vicinity of the machine shop.
While the railroad is pushing the
work of rutting away numerous hills
4 and lllllng up gullrys near the south
T nte Evening citizen:
S favor the following nume for
yard limits, still the work is proRailroad avenue
gressing slowly.
The new yards or transfer tracks
Name, of voter
are expected to bo ready for occupancy by December 1.
When the
transfer tracks are removed to the
comrailway
end,
south
street
the
AdclrvitK of voter
pany will probably take steps towards
constructing a line out East Kail-roa- d
avenue, with the university as its
terminus.
4 Remarks
4
4

f

SAYS

Varsity Notes.

What Would You Like to Have
Railroad Avenue Called
In the Future?

t

WHAT DR. BEATON TI
THE

(MTIZV.K.

EVENING
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SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Saddle horses J, specialty. L'i st
AT THE
drivers in the city.
Proprietors of
".Sadie," lh picnic wagon.
j COLOMBO
HALL DANCING SCHOOL
I

hmbi;ook nuos.
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women of discreet years to graduate
studies. Several ladles have pursued
special courses In the graduate department without difficulty of any
a kind,
and without Inconvenience for
heir Instructors or male fellow-stu-- !
dents. At a time like Ihc present,
j w hen in almost every line of business
and in every kind of employment wo- "Last Fall," writes Mrs. S. G. Bailey, of Tun-nelt1)111111
MICH
USJWUIRIf H Willi 111. K.
B TC
'J--J---.
-'
that
W(,, ,p absurd to assume
W. Va., "1 was going down by inches,
hey would be out f place In asso- Hlnnlrlng it for some time he dis
ly lie. MiulHon t". IVlorO
with men at our higher seats
elation
missing.
was
stone
one
covered
that
from
female disease, with great pain. After takt"
Whin Iot w.tj comni;inl-i"Why Is that of learning.
1m lutein to He said to the nngels:
o the mountain
our
ot
In view of the actual facts
ing Cardui, Oh! My! Howl was benefited! 1
left out?" The nngels replied:
run. hl heart begun to flutter, hi sioik
the step
you, but you present social evolution,
was
nut
for
"That
left
seemed
way.
hl!
breath
Itmtm RHve
am not well yet, but am so much better that 1 will
wanted to do great things, and so taken by the Hopkins, in advance of
nhort and he plert with the iinsel there
was no room left for yon." other Institutions of like grade, is,
little
that he mlnht he wnt Into a mounpremature,
but
keep on taking Wine of Cardui till I am perfectly
After that he always worked faith- therefore, not only nol
town between the rlty and the
way. may be said to be belated. The time
came
fully
his
at
whatever
led
he
ly
and,
le,
JmlirliiK
tains,
cured."
to speak Is long past when public- opinion
be able
You may not
the Are mtitht not full upon It
great words, but you can speak kind could Justify the exclusion of a perbehat he might like shelter In It not
words. You man not be able to do son from equal opportunity for
Despite the enviou attacks of jealous enemies
little lty. It had
cause, beln
on the mete ground of
deeds, but you can do loving
committed Rre.it sins. "Is It net a great
sex.
deeds.
and livals, Cardui still holds supreme position
little one?"
greatest debt Is In the invisible. OOOCJOOOOC)CXXXXJOOOOUCX)OCXXX)
It In the small win for whleli we In Our
man
was
war
It
the
Spanish
tho
today as in the past To years for the relief and
are. always excuiiiiK niirwlvcs little behind
the guns" until a brave felInsincerities, little infractions of tho low wrote
Maflagship
at
the
from
way
in
L,avy
law, the IHtle points we jrlve
cure of female diseases, It stops pain, tones up
of "the men below the
lor convenlenre'j sake or fashion's. nila In behalf
What were the navy without
"Ito be sr.rupulouK iihoiit little things deck." heroes,
twenty feet below water-lthe organs, regulates
FREE ADVICE
may bo thought Indicative of a nar- these
ine?
Kvery business in life has
row mind and a petty spirit, jet from Its men and
Write us a Icttfr dwriklnf
ll
deck."
women
"below
functions,
and
aids
OOCXX)CXX)tXX)OCXXXXX)OCX'00000
the
grout
sprung
the
w.ir Mtnptoms. and we will KnU you
tho little have
upon whom success largely depends.
l ire AJviip, (n plain
envelope.
ratel
masses of Vice and crime.
From the Philadelphia Public ledger
Trackwalkers, proofreaders, sextons
AJJre: l.adieV Advisory Department,
in the replacement of
The magnitude of n tr.inRresslon these and a thousand others constiThe south has Just witnessed again
TheChattanoof 4
gteutness
upon
A
'! enn.
depend
the
not
does
tute that nobler kind of "submerged the potency of the unwritten law.
a misplaced organ.
of the net which transgresses, but on tenth" by whom we live and to whom Louisiana Judge, who had been elect-i- d
the intensity with which the sinful we forget to give credit.
to congress, but still adorned and
Prusslc
element la working in It.
Bottles.
At Every Drug Store in
Home one. perhaps, looks around uplifted the bench of Hilton Kongo,
microscopic
to
down
evaporated
arid
peopled live months ago shot and killed a
th- - poisonous him upon thjs vast world,
fragments Mill hit
with upwards of fifteen hundred mil- neighbor for whom, with ora without
principle In it.
sudden
lion enough people. If they went by reason, he had conceived
Small slim, by reason of their
rate of one a tiiid poignant distaste. Then he went
given
point
the
a
at
have a terrible nccumu- second, to consume fifty years day to the local Jail, from which this week
krtire. power, like the peer' flies on and night in passing, busy millions he emerged free, the grand Jury havbushes,
their power of nils to whom his very name Is unknown, ing refused to indict Mm. He did
tJi roue
chief liea In their reproduction. The and he suys to himself: "What am I not even have to make n plea to the
nemesis of all fin is that it requires In the midst of so many?" a grain tribunal of Justice, or an apology to
repetition, partly to still conscience, a nth! the sands of the seashore, a the community.
partly to satisfy excited tastes.
bubble on the face of the ocean that
Conviction grows that the "unwritAll our evil doing's have a strong hursts In a moment and disappears. ' ten law' bus remained In that nuliu-loUto
so
other,
affinity with each
that
condition because unlit to be
The great things of this world have
jro wrong in one direction leads to been accomplished
by
Where there exists Justlfl- individuals. written.
The Truths that now sway the world were cation for the net of murder, any com- of transgressions.
a whole train was
smuggled
into a first proclaimed by Indivlouul lips. in n
soldier who
north or south, w ill recog-- 1
fortress, concealed In a hnycart, open- Vast reformations have originated in nl.e It. Such Justification, however.
to
virgin
his
citadel
gales
a
of
ed the
individual souls; great thoughts now is less common than many seem to
aJliee outside. . Kvery evil thing, how- the axioms of humanity proceeded suppose. In the most liberal conwe admit Into our from the centre of individual hearts. struction of the "brain-storm- ''
vaever InslgnlAc-intliven Is charged with the same errand Christ's ministry was largely one of riety of procedure there generally has
you
when
door
the
he had: Set wide
Individuals; he selected his disciples been tho tribute to form and decency
re Inside and let u all come in af- one by one. ills miracles were on that called for a public demonstration
''..v.j
ter you.
the Individual. He heard the appeal and vindication. The legal machinery
principle
proper
a
endeavored
of
Importance
individual.
has
of
the
of
Jurisdiction
The
cannot be determined by questions of
that to enforce statute law as against the
There Are no circumstances
g
nteoauremcnts. A lion is a Hon. even ever shut out the
attitude. absence of It. and a decision has been
you
may
be so little that
though it
An aged but always active woman reached by a trial Jury.
can play with it. The principle in- became suddenly a helpless prisoner
Louisiana has found a simpler way
volved in sin is that it grows, and with hopeless paralysis.
When she
grand Jury can release the ofns for was told that a near relative wns The
that for which we apologise
without annoying him much,
fender
g
a little sin carries a greatmyprinciple
laid by with a severe cold, the
with no expense to him. The
and
grandtree
behind It The finest
tongue Immediately replied, wise
will regulate his
father had on hJs farm was killed Ask here whether there is anything brain-stor- Loulsiauian
so as'lo have It arrive
toy a. slnglo worm.
Many a once we can do for Her?
Her
attendants when the grand jury Is in session.
noble creature that promised fair for smiled at one who could move neith- Think
of the 1ie wasted months of
worm-eateaway
n
usefulness has been
er head nor limb, thinking of min
congressman-elect- !
and destroyed by cherishing a single istering to the sick far away, out the
n. A ship may be sunk by a cargo that question did more to touch the CXXXXXXXCXXXXXX0000000000
of Band as well as by a cargo of hearts and to inspire the motive of
millstones.
those who heard it than she could
In God's universe there are no have done, perhaps hod she been
The Musical Fly 8
e
tritlea. Alfred Russell Wallace tells herself the busy,
minister
of the dust that she would have been If she
m that to the presence mists,
coluds could. And so there Is never one so OOCXXOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOO
we owe the formation of
and great beiieflcial rains, Instead of weak as to lose all strength for oth
(From Ule. (
waterspouts and destructive torrents. ers, never one so por as to have no
A wrong note had occurred in the
The dust gives to us the blue of the substance to divide with others. Min orchestra several times. The conducky end of the sea it Is the canvas istry 4s possible to all. You do what tor In despair commenced an examion which the' sun paints the gorge you can. I like this sentiment:
nation of the music of the respective
ous colors of the morning and of the
On looking at the first
instruments.
"When I am dead and gone,
evening; without dust there would be
violin copy he spied a dead lly on
and the mould upon my breast
no disused daylight we should have
Say not he did ill or well
the music.
to choose between the glare of the
"You Idiot!" he roared to the
Only, 'he did his best.' "
min's direct rays and total darkness,
French violinist, "can't you see that
Is a My on your music?"
There Is no form of existence so low,
no atom so small, that has not Its
"No matter," retorted the Frencheconomy
In
appointed task
of na H
the
8 man, "he was there, aim I played
ture.
him."
A very little thine makes all the 8
g YOURS FOR THE TAKING-FR- EE
difference. A touch of the lever and
MY11TM4 AND M.MDK
the paddles turn astern. Laale
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
Irftuliiig; l4Mlltt of the
things accumulate into character end CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX) EPHANT.
determine destiny; little courtesies,
of the
trustees
The
decision
the
of
Huston-Franklin
little kindnesses, encouraging words. Johns Hopkins University to admit
DON'T FORGET THE ZEIGER'S
friendly letters these little things women to graduate courses of study, CAFE
RESTAURANT TOMORROW SnpMricl by Harry It. ILuymoml uiul n selected company. In a Hue of new
Indicate the character. Wordsworth making them eligible for the degree FOR YOUR
DINNER
piny. At the. l.lks theater Monday. lucMluy uiul Wednesday.
characterizes the ".little nameless of doctor of philosophy, marks a long BEST IN THE SUNDAY
CITY FOR FIFTY
I'opiilur price, !.'. -.- " and 35 cento.
unremembered acts of kindness and step of progress In the world of highCENTS.
of love" as the "best portion of a er education toward the frank recogKooil man's life." The real heroism nition of mental capacity without reFOR
THE TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
t life is to do all Its little duties gard to sex. Tho Hopkins Medical
AT
WHITE EL
LUNCH
THE
promptly and faithfully.
has for years been giving its EPHANT.
Our days demand numberless lit school
wo
degree
to
doctor
of
of
medicine
thoughts
things
In
and deeus: the
tle
on the completion
of studies
history of each day goes to the eter men
foii n vit him;.
In hardly less exacting than those reK.ggs $1.50 ped setting.
not record complete or wan-linHose comb,
quired
If
philosophy.
a
of
doctor
of
proportion to our fidelity to little no
lirown Lieghorns and Itarred Hocks.
objection exists for forbid- lJuro
laying
things. Our littleness is made great dingvalid
240
hens. Address
women access to the studies und J. K. bloods.
ness when God's touch comes.
I'auley, Eatancla, N. M.
of the medical department,
The foundation of the skyscmpliig classes
27.00 t'HISU: YAltDS OF 1)1 KT 11)11
buildings are made of bits of cement, none, certainly, canIn be offered to
the work of the TIIH .SKIti. MANN SADOI.KKT
tine as dust, mixed witti countless their participation
.
particles of the cement of loving other departments.
As long ago as lSSit. In fact, the
obdience must underlie all greatness
ItOITGIl I)KV work aon's have
Our
gave
Wacaulay said. "You must dig deep university, making an exception,
the degree of doctor of philosophy to to be washed over. Imperial Laun
if you would rise to greatness
How many do noting because they a woman who had completed the pre- dry Co.
Wiilkin
i" :i pleasure to the man who wears Keith'1
.cannot do big tilings! A man dreamt scribed course in geology. Nothing but
Koniinenir Shoes, iluilt over normal Lists thev K've
for Hie t Hien ami net
that he died and was taken ly the custom und prejudice, Indoed, could
to
freedom
nil the lxmes ami muscles. No wrinkles in
way
.angels to a beautiful temple. After stand in tho
of admitting mature
new.
the lining ii' th:nn to initate the feet.
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation.
New Accounts Capital. S1SM09.09.

n4

SoHMta

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. fitrlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. 4.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridgn, Hnt-mo- n
Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND BAWttk VB XT.

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUr, NEW MEXICO

self-givin-

JOSHUA 3. RAYNOLDS

H. F. RAYNOLDS

U. m.
POBITOBY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchisen, Topeka

DISTRIBUTES THE
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KEITH'S KONQUEROR
SHOES FOR MEN
me built on honor and guaranteed fur quality.

Ask to see our Ilium (note cut) a Kllu metal Oxford,
Rood sulwtautial Hole, military heel. A stronK shots, stylish uml serviceable. Popular everywhere. 1'rice, $.1. 50.
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Preston It. KciUi Klioo Co.. Makers,
llrocliuiii. Mil so. Sol. I by WILLIAM
C II API. IN.

The Bitters Was First Compounded

Id STOMACH
CdCSHATtD

.

business; and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

at a pot of paint.

effects of poor paint. Than M is tb
If you buy your paint
a
you always get good paint the ofklrid
that wears.
--

letters will convince you.

"YOt'K TAIUML
We arc
ox
uiul
dusivcly In thl city KOI1N 11HOTU- EllS eorUoruUly Aim1 clothe
for

pepsia, Costlveness, Flatulency, Heartburn,
Nausea, Poor Appetite, Headache, Female
Ills, BlillOUSnesS or Malaria it is excellent These

P. T.
says: "For many years I suffered periodically from poor health as a result of a
weak and debilitated system. I now take
your Bitters regularly and although I am
in my 70th year feel much younger and
health is much better."

Boston. Mass.,
with headyears
says:
ache and biliousness as a result of a bad
stomach and liver.
After taking a few
bottles of your Bitters I am now entirely
1
enred and for which I thank you.
willingly endorse it."
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G. H. BROSZELL,
"1 suffered for ten

The Genuine With Our Private Stamp Over the Neck of the Bottle is Guaranteed Absolutely Pure
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LUMBER

iioUiIiik liner.

kind of tnervluuit
tailoring on a very large nnle.
Jiook lu on us toriiiy.
Always a leaMure to hIiow you.
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World on Sale Here
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It'a only atte u
lias been exposed to the weathen for
a few months that you can see Hie

The Finest in the

than from any other remedy. You'll say the same after a
fair trial. Start today. In cases of Indigestion, Dys-

Tenn.,

!

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Your Spring Suit

.

MR.

$tate ALBUQUERQUE
National Banli

efit from the use of

Nashville,

PRIVATE

kooiI paint from bad by

STOMACH BITTERS

MOORE,

STRICTLY

It's Hard to Tell

TODAY we are offering you a medicine that has stood the
test of time and public approval for 54 YEARS. Surely there
can be no doubt as to its wonderful merit or ability to cure
any ailment of the STOMACH, LIVER, KIDNEYS or
BOWELS. Hundreds and hundreds of sickly men and women have voluntarily testified that they received more ben-

HjOSTETTER'S
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Saata Fe Railway Ceaiaaay

We solicit your banking

Dramatic Co.
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$500,0M.M
I250.0OO.M

STRICTLY PRIVATE

The Hollingsworth Twins

Hopkins

Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
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Women at Johns

President
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER

t

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

i

Carries the largaat and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocerlea la
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M
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THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

j

M. MANDELL

'

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Antls Cry Fraud as Usual.
Organization to be Perfected April 23.
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teachers certificate

RAILROAD!

Department!
8 was double- lust ntKht.
www
ofllclnl photographer
KtI llion,
Harvey,
and his wife, left
for Fred
art algfet for Grand Canyon.
. d. Gibnon,
superintendent of the
Albnauerque division of the coast
iinon, wKh huiUurtf'r nt VVInsiow,
rrlvoa here lust nlnht.
'nMS earth," the Sunta Fe's chief
udvorUinc medium, which came
oontalns a fruntplece scene
oa the Iecos river and a lengthy arand
ticle dealing with the fertility
vulli-y- .
reecimwa of the Pet-oAT SANTA FE KKAIMNU
ROOMS TONIGHT.

I'umwrr

hrmlwl to

tmln No.
Vi Ka.x

without

taking

the examination.
"I began teaching In the days when
teaching was the only profession a
woman won allowed to enter with
the consent of her relatives. I was
aware of two alternatives left for a
1
schoolma'am.
chose to remain a
bachelor girl. 1 don't allow any one
1 have
to call me an 'old maid.'
never had a love, affair. I am not a
man hater. I think them very necessary at times, but I regard them
1 never
In the light of a luxury.
Just exactly felt that 1 coulu afford
to support myself and one too."

New
York. April In. The 'Administration
ticket" of the Mutual
Life Insurance company has been officially declared elected by the inspectors of election appointed for the
purpose of counting the vote.
The new board will meet April 23
for organization. The thirty-si- x
trustees elected are: Cyrus Curtis. William H. Ir.imbert, Charles c. Drown,
Oeorgo P, Miller,
Hugo Ruing".
George C. Rand, l.ouis Stern, Henry
I'hipps, l,eroy Springs, Sir Hiram H.
Maxim, Charles A. I'eahndy, H. It.
Duval. Thomas M. Mulley, Kmery
Kmll C. Phllippi. (Seorge
(Irny, Benjamin F. Tracey, Henry W.
Taft. William C. McMillan, inimont
Clarke, Charles Lancer. Charles N.
Dickey, Theodore Norfold. James N.
Jurvls, Cornelius Vanderbllt, Julian T.
Davies, August 1. Julliard. Frederick
Cromwell, Alfred K. Shook, John Au-c- h
In loss, (leorge F. linker. Hnrlow K.
Higginbotham, Hamilton MeK.Twom-Mey- .

Just a Word

Itemah trouble li but ft nymMom of. ml not
In itwll a true
We tlili k ()f lt-j.t,- i.
Heartburn, and Imlifitlon
r
tlw,ji, yri
only
they
ol ft certnin
i
irmi'tom
nothing
Kerv
Una ffti-- t that liret rorwtW lmi Tr. Ahnofi
It
In th enwtion of that now Trr popular Stomach
Remedy Dr. 8noop'i Ritnrat rr. (,olnf direct
alone lreu tit that incn-- ti
to ths totna'h
and favor to Hr. Shoop ami hit
Without that original and highly tttal principle, no
gwh laMlngaivoinplithnviitii wer over to he had
For atoinat h distress, bloating. blUonstii-w- . bad
ferealh and fallow complrxlnu, try Dr. shoop'i
RertoratiTe Tuliletscr Llouid anil i for your
mil what it ran and will do.
Mil and cheer
fully recommend

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

el.

Il.ie

you piiri Inii.'d your niimnu r suit
If not. Is- fair with yourself till time nml
i ar
fully
h:it we huv- - lo say.
It's money saved if ynu do.
You ulll need a summer suit lure's yiiiii- .ham.
A iimiplete
line of garments that fur style, nobby
patterns, fit. workmanship nnd wearing qunrit'ea are
miexeelled nm liuf ured by

nn,

.

;

Kohn Brothers
hicniro

Restorative

IMON MAIK

I.Oi MINi;.
to get sucli rxi rptlonal v.ilu, , Idoin
romes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on thse gurmeDt.?.
ia.o to $2.i.oo.
We've a complete line of
furnUhlngs.
The "little things" that ull good dressers want "just
right."
You'll find them here "Just right" priced "Just
right."
An MpiMirtunity

"ALL DRUGGISTS"

WILL

CELEBRATE

MAN DELL

M.

Fine Clothing & Furnishing

Will Deliver
Samuel Vntermeyer, counsel for the H. E. Rogers
International Policyholders' commit
LOVE
FOR
CHILD
Principal Address Elaborate
tee, In a statement tonight, cnlled the
Pneiimonlu's Deadly Work
canvass a farce. He said:
hud so variously affected my right
Program
surprised
nm
"I
Arranged.
inspectors
the
that
lung,"
writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
ENDS DIVORCE CASE counted any
of the ballots of the poliRural Route 1, Georgetown, Tenn.,
cyholders' committee. They might as
"that I coughed continuously night
well have thrown all of them out as
The anniversary of the fniindiiiK "f and day and the nelghobrs' predicWOMAN E.EKrXTEn UHCOMILM. to do what they did. They rejected the American branch of odd) Kellows tion consumption
semed Inevitable,
genuine ballots for our ticket that will be
my husband brought home a
TION WITH llt'SHAND KATH-13- 1
the evening of until
were supported by affidavits of the April 26,celebrate
King's
bottle
of
Dr.
New Discovery,
THAN liOSK H Kit
Odd FVllow lodges in
policyholders und counted ballots for every statebyand
which in my case proved to be the
II A 11 Y.
territory
flying
tho
the administration that were shown American llur, and Albuquerque will only real cough cure and restorer of
).,
April 20. Kather by affidavit to be forgeries.
Cleveland.
sore lungs." When all other
be lucking, for the bcal Odd Fel- weak,
than lose her baby girl, Mrs. George
Tho International committee will not
remedies utterly fail, you may still
lows
have
already
prepared
fine
a
Madison has effected a reconciliation continue this fight. We are hoping
win in the battle against lung and
Mm. Carrie Jacobs-Bon- d
and Geo. with her husband. Lont summer that upon presentation of the facts to program for that night at their hnll throat troubles
with New Discovery,
O'Coaweit, who will entertain at the Mrs. Madison created a sensation In the legislature many of the abuses Tho program is as follows:
by all
the real cure. Guaranteed
Address
E. Uogers druggists.
...II.
saata le reading rooms toniRnt, ar the court by declaring she would kill ill be rendered lmjiosslble.
&0c and $1.00.
Trial botSong
Mrs. Collins tle free.
rive la the city this morning.
herself if she were not awarded posGeorgo W. Kloeh
S. K. session of her baby daughter.
An arKemralnK Mrs. Jacobs-BonCar Load of up To date fdrniture Address
I'lano Solo
Mrs. Nash
Burner, of the Santa Fe reading rangement was made giving tho son due to arrive this week at Futrelle's.
r
MEN AND WOMEN.
Recitation
Mrs. Howers
rousw, makes the following an- - to the father, the girl to the mother.
Harp
I
Solo
Mrs. Kly Wolf
Hi. 41 tor nlilanl
Hut the home surroundings of the
soaaotsaaent:
XOTIVK TO HOKSE OW XEKS.
hi
dtarbarca,laflaninatioaa,
Song
Mrs.
Collins M M guntM
lbtn.
"I sed only print the name Carrls mother were not satisfactory to the
U
IrrllaUoaa or aloaraUooa
5.
Sol
K.
Piano
Conroy
afcW
juvellne
court,
M
gain
HTIMH.
d
and, complaint being
J
on this circular to
of a.coil laambran.,
Trie Albuuuoniue Carrtairo C'oin- - Harp Solo
PaiataM, an4 aot aatna.
Mrs. Wolf
your attention and Interest. To hear made, the woman was ordered into liany,
first and TIJcrns, lias secured
f..TKt IwwCHtmnud. fat or aoiKiaooa.
er, nect her, and look into her faco court to show cause why the little Hie services
u
of
late,
BaM hjr
horsed
iocr,
bktaiikijAs irv
She writes the girl should not be taken from her. and (ruarnntecs all work, or no pay.
is an Inspiration.
or Bent im alala wravpar,
1)1.1. X AI'KSTA
The father also was summoned,
VAIJ.K
and
of
aoavaw of our homos,
the
hj
vrapald,
aiprma.
tor
iorrt tan to attend the M. K. tea
.00. iir I hoMIra U.75.
swoeUs-- , kindlier life, and she sings with a view to turning the daughter tomorrow
afternoon or evening.
Circular aaat oa nnorat.
over
to
hysterics,
him.
in
Almost
love,
and
home
spirit
of
o
So NoocNHitnii
1,000 Oprrnrlos
iten la the
Mrs. Madison protested against becoastry love, and all love.
ITAVK YOl'K
rilOTO TAKKN
u iKwaiJo y Cultlvo.
deprived of her child, and re- NOW.
We also think of her as our na- ing
IMCTUKKK
25
STAMP
CKNTS
Kvery mother, pealed her threats of
Velnticlnco mil p.cres transplnnt.idoa
tional Htory teller.
DOZEN AND VV. KODAK FINwvFTmima u vioaia Enow
tho daughter was asked PKIt
para In eompunla "American Uect
wife vmA daughter will bo delighted which When
ISHING A SPECIALTY. PHOTO
parent
best,
she
liked
she
every
son
Sugar
man
Company" por los cultlvadores
her,
and
and
to anert
OVKKM
ON
JAPANESE
SILK.
MARVELWhirlinoSpray
The lather's
will Ret a glimpse of something clung to her mother.
TIM new
WOKR IS OUR GUARANTEE. que mornn eerca de Pueblo, Powler,
l
heart melted, and with a sob he de- Ont
brighter and better by hearing her. clared
STARR STUDIO. 21 WEST GOLD Manziinola. Kocky Ford, I.us Animus,
trrrt. It MUW
willing
was
he
tho
wife
should
n
I'rowers, Iimar y Amity. So
AVENUE.
"The object in sending out this bill have both her children
if she came
o
varios miles de hombres y
is that no employe and family may back to his
A
jxmr rnnrf t for H.
home. The mother acpara el trabajo en los
by a Spider.
s
Itlttcn
miss hr. Jean de Keszke. with whom cepted the offer,
and the reunited
Through blood poisoning caused by
do betabeles.
cultlvadores
Ios
Miss Darkness studied (she Is now on family left the court
room together. a spider bite, John Washington, of pagaran 15 centavon la hora por el
was
the Ud), says of Mrs. ltond: '1 comriosquevllle, Tex., would have lost his trubajo dlurlo; pern los contratos por full
u.1 riiiwitoi
wrfectlj charmed to hear her
"Preventics" will promptly check a leg, which became a mass of running acre para el desaije, el cultivo y la
potatlona sung by herself, and It has cold
or the Grippe when taken early sores, had he not been persuaded to cosocha es mas preferible y mas
been given me to hear mo
sldon
at the "sneexe stage." Preventics try Bucklin's Arnica Salve. He writes:
para el opcrarlo. El trabajo
poet, composer and Interpreter all in or
cure
i
seated colds as well. Preventics "The first application relieved, and empiezura probalemente temprano en ia
one.' Don't miss Mrs. Bond. 1 wish are little
fcorejn,'"
candy
cure
cold
tablets,
four
boxes
healed
nil
and
the
me
el
de mayo. Ios operarios se
yow to know her work, her motives,
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly Heals every sore. 26c at all drugsu proplo allmento y hospe-dajand her heart."
mall you samples and a book on gists.
Indivlduos o famillas llegnndo
YPIIDQIfllilQ
you
o
If
colds
will
free.
write him. The
al Vallo del Napest.i como a mediudos Killli
MKXRlAN FINDS HIS
simples prove their merit. Check CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
AuUltOIUIlO
de mayo, encontraran lmstante trnba-J- o 5mUfiMlE
LOST MOXKY t)lll)lil. early
colds with Preventics and stop
K
mas lnforma-cio- n
I
remunerative
l'ura
CONVENTION
Ottawa, April 20. A Mexican dug pneumonia.
ALABAMA.
OF
Sold in 5c and 25c box- escribanse a "American
Ueet
up a money order for some $90 from es by
a
Mobile, Ala., April 20. The
all druggists.
Company, Horky Ford, Colo., o
the Krvmny recesses of his pocket at
"
association of the Young Peo- Sugar
o
.
Laniar, Colo.
Whether
the BOHtofflee yesterday.
l
ple's societies of Christian Kndeavor, AMEK1CAN
l ily and return $40.25, April
.
BEET Kl'OAlt COMPA. to May
to bo happy or mad, was so much a - met
In annual convention in
today
NY, KOCKY FOKI), niU).
IV SEW VOKK T1TV. the Government Street Presbyterian
uerttlon with him that those who
yj
1IEET SIKJAK COMPANew York, April 20. The
wedwitnessed his expression say It was
church. In this city. The convention AMERICAN
NY,
liAMAlt,
COLO.
ding
of
Miss
to
something
Sedley,
Fleanor
paying
eldest
worth
ii
will
through
continue
irht
its sessions
the
see.
The discovery of the paper daughter of Mrs. Henry W. Sedley, 21st. This is the first time the unand Theodore Greppo of this city, ion has ever met In this city, and the
Cured of lUiciiniHtisin.
solved a mystery of long standing.
at the entertainment committee is making
Mr. Wm. Henry of .Chattanooga. Genuine American
The Mexican bought a money order will take place today
block, per
Church
Henvenry
of
peothe
Itest.
Tunn.,
The
brg
be
sum,
sent
to
his
extraordinary
bad rheumatism in his left
to
efforts to make the
for a
ton
M.50
ple in Mexico.
The purchase oc- llev. I). Parker Morgan will officiate. members feel at home. The whole arm. "The strength seemed to have Cenillos Imp
$6.50
Miss Sedley has for the past live state is represented, anil there is a gone out of the muscles so that n
curred some months ago. Since then years
18.50
spent most of her time abroad. great crowd. The delegates are en- was useless for work," he says. "I Anthracite Nnt
there have been many visits to the She has
fO.OO
been the guest of the Count- joying themselves hugely, and tho applied Chamberlain's Pain Halm and Antliraoite nilied
oilier, and much butchered Kngllsh, ess Torbay
in Knglnnd and at Cannes, citizens are also greatly entertained; wrapped the arm In flannel at night, Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
on the subject of the lost order.
of Mrs. Thomas linger Pratt at not only by the public exercises but and to my relief I found that the pain
go.50
size
Tracers have been sent out. division and
Mr. Greppo
is connected by their visitors in
gradually left me and the strength Clean Gas Coke
privnte
postal department Dinard.
Mtliclals of the
96.00
with Sellgmnn & Co.,

Tlio Trice of IlealUi.
200 REWARD.
"The price of health In a malarious
district Is just 25 cents; the cost of
Is offered for the capture of Aav-Ubox of Dr. Klng'a New Life Fills,"
Pettlne, the murderer ( Benewrites Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark.
New IJfe Pills cleanse gently and Im- detto Berardlnellt.
Crime waa compart new life and vigor to the sys- mitted In Albuquerque Monday, Fete
tem. 2Gc. Satisfaction guaranteed at ruary 4.
all druggists.
C. A. ana C. GRANDB.
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W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
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WITH
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Every Wcsaa
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Dr. (inn'!S

Nov; Discovery

best tournouts in the cm

Second Street, between Railroad and
Cvpper Avenue.

iOn

JAP-A-LA-

MOTT'S

Witt Rmllnad Avnoi

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
They Armme Wtkntf, lmxm
und omlMtona,itvretOT

inw

ftnd batiUk " paint of

tun.'
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COAL

the bunkers.
have been worried to distraction, and
still there was no tract! of the order.
Yesterday was another psiy day for
ihe Mexicans, and the man who lost
Every woman covets a
the order caine in to tin- postotlice to
shapely, pretty f gure, and
He did it
register another kick.
forcefully, for all his handicap of
many of them deplore the
language. Finally it occurred to the
loss of their girlish forms
ostoflicw people to demand the reafter marriage. The bearing
ceipt, which is issued with every order. The Mexican reached into his
of children is often destructive
pocket and triumphantly produced a
to the mother's shapeliness.
paper, it was the original order,
All of this can be avoided.
Just
which had never been mailed.
what the Mexican said is not known, however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
in HmKlish. uud probably couldn't lie great liniment always prepares the body for tho strain upon
it, and
printed If It were known.
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all tho
-

v

i

DON J. RANKIN & CO.
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bnlldtnv

PJ(Wimd(Bid

TEACHER

AGED

STARTS

71
BOTH TERM

IMKM'

IN
TDK
INsTlMTOIt
I.I, ACTIV1'.
VtltM W HO ISI M l WITH
KKKIS
P
THE TIMES.
i'D.
Miss
iouriiey. la., April
Naficy Frey, of Sigourney,
who Is
seventy-on- e
opened her eightieth
lenn of school a few days ago.
"I enjoy teaching now as much as
ever have, and I've always been
very fond of it." she said. "I am
very fond of children
have
and
never had any difficulty in governing
them. I have not found it hard to
keep voce with the modern methods,
iiH I attend all teachers' meetings held
in tbo county; also the teachers normals. When our new superintendent,
a youag man who thought he would
find me a back number,- - visited my
school he spoke In very complimentary tfrma of my methods, assuring
me, that as long as he occupied his
office I would be granted a

and carries the expectant mother safely through
danger of child-birtthis critical period without pain. It is woman's yrealest blessing.
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
use of this wonderful
remedy. Sold by all
druggists at fi.oo per

bottle.

Our little

L?Jtlmiti(BLT

book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent
Tie Bradfield Regulator
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RIGHT PRICES
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

6a.

212

NORTH SECOND ST.
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to

i sk.

This is the month to rid the
system of blood disorders of all
kinds, of which rheumatism is
the most prevalent symptom
and hardest to overcome during the winter months, when
the kidneys have failed to filter
out the uric acid and other
uuato matter.
A
well known authority
writes that the worst forms of
rheumatism, blood disorders,
.ttao kidney and bladder weakness are often readily relieved
and prevented during an entire
year by taking for a little
of the
while one teasponful
following mixture after meals
arid at bedtime, viz:
Fluid Extract Dandelion oil"
half ounce. Compound Kargon
one counie. Compound Syrup
Sarnapurllla three ounces.
A local druggist states that
these are harmless ingredients, which any good prescription pharmacy can supply uml
irijone can easily mix them a'
home by shaking In a bottle.
It is said by many of the old
folks that the ubove mixture,
if taken during this month,
will add years to life and prevent many a sick and miserable
fcy during the year.
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Dealer In Groceries. Provlslona, Hay.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Una of Imported Wlnea Ugoanr
ana cigar. Place your order fw
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

...The
"SHORT LINE"

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Klnda of

DENVER

&

Fresh aad Bait Mea
Steam Sausage Factory.

RIO GRANDE

Masonlo Building. North Third Bti

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

7.

A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 13 and 14 Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 134.

For Information as to ratea,
train service, descriptive literature
S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

Give na your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.
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0
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WOOL

address.

J. KORBER & CO.

MAUGER

with Raube and Mauger
Of flee, 115 North Flrrt 8c
ALIICQUERQUE. N. M.

the

us

BEST OF QUALITIES

W. E.

to the mining camp, of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M.,
and

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
y

A. E. WALKER,

Standard Pltimbing & Heating Co

CO.

Do You Need

frr.

Co., Atlanta,

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulat will In
rmm
future have charge of the mechanical
iNBumANem
department and attend to the Instal- Secretary Mutual BnUdtng Amoclav
latlon of all plumbing and heating tion.
Office at 217 West TTallnail
work entrusted to this company.
avenue.

s,anlard

In throe weeks the rheureturned.
WOOD.
matism hud disappeared und has not
since returned."
If troubled with Green Mill Wood, per load .... 92.2.1
rheumatism try a few applications of
IV.
&
You are certain to be
I'alu lialm.
pleased with tho relii-- which It afIkrfll Pbonen.
fords. For sain by ull druggists.

H. HAHN

1

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAT

AnnoiiiKvmcnt

o.

,.la-ham-

1,1

bit

FOR

pro-curar- an

ll

TUy are

known rnMy for women rpmkt
laa
Ihfm. I'abiiot u hirm-- Mf
a
ld r-- ft
br mnll.
sua i uiir.BiUAi.M'u.,
BOM.
9AhM BT
ANN

A

cen-tajo- so

K

v.irur

mmilri

KnfttV
tj(rriti womanhood,
orarami and baxtj. rW

os

rum-po-

Trial.

Bureat and Uuickeat Cure for ail
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

DEVOES READY PAINT
tJallon Covers 600 Sqnara Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stop Leaka, Lasts Five Years.

408

Frtt

OLDS

Thos. F. Keleher

TtMrta-t-

necesl-taru-

Price
SOeftlt.OO

ONSUMPTION

OUGHSaM

ss

I

COUCH

the

CURE tmi LUNC8

and

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horse
and Mules Bought and Es- changed.

www

first-cla-

.!

-

Dr. Shoop's
FELLOWS

EVEM.

FAME

Indigestion
u

fln-hr- m

CITIZEN.

llw.

ELECTION

pantry, clipboard and
work-labl- e
combined.
It saves work and ftlves
you more time for other
things. A large a."ort-meof styles and
Just received. See
window d'splay. Including a handsome Super-lo- r
Range. The range
that will stand more
fire than any range on
the market. Prices and
terms to suit everybody.
A

EVENING

aaaaoroaK
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COME

Its Location
HELEN 18 31 MILES SOUTH OK ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FB SYSTEM LEADiNO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEAN'S AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY N THi: NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
KST1 HATED.
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TO BELEN. H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

A Rati way Center
A

IX

FAST

LIMITED

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN

BECKER,

Pres

WM. M. BERGER,

Im-

EXPIIK8S,

MAIL AND
FK WILL GO
OVER THE MAIX LINE THROCGn TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
1 KfclGHT TRAINS

OF THE

SANTA

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CJSNTKH OF
THE CITY, WELL ORADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
COOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.

B
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TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
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Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 15c and Stc per lb.
1 lb. tins, 4 Sc.

I lb. tins, 86c.
.tins, 11.00.
--
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lb
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I
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Hart Shaffner & Marx Suits

.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
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Something unique
Bulk coffee, lOo to 40c.

Spring Lamb
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Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
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Capitol Coffee
bucket,
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HAMCoffee
BRIO
Headquarters for

JIT.
2nd.

J

$I2.$22.50
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Women UElit
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Native and
Kansas City
Meat
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FOR YOUNG MEN
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There is real satisfaction in
buying our Shoes and Oxfords. You get the style, the
character, the fit and quality
that make it such a pleasure
to wear them.
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ELEPHANT.
m.iinpna n Crent I'lelirallce Sale of all
kinds of silks, worth from 7e a yard
Free band concert by American
to J2. 00 yard. Your choice 3e aru. Lumber Ci.nipuny band at Casino.
See Hiir Window liisidav. Uemeuilier Sunday afternoon.
C.olden ltule
we do as we advertise.
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with desirable family. '1'hone S&a,
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Call and iret a St. Louis line to se
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per yard up.
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Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home Insurance,
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelatlona of the paat year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people ot the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance la year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
very Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application ot any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
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TICKETS
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We say to you

Stein-Bloch'-

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
I

122 South Second

118 W.

R. R. Ave.

Have, you any musical in
strument that needs repairs?
Bring it or ship it to

s.

I
119 West Gold

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offleo
Traasaotlons

ROSENFIEID'S,

m

I

AND

Cusronttto

Buy 'em to fit. Get style, too. Shop, shop
here with us. We've the proof. Of what?
Suits $18.00
Good clothes.
to $30.00. Other good suits $9 to $16.50

o

Harvesting Machinery

lli:l:lt AT
1KIK l!MR itK;rrr
vmii
ami
t

39
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both in cotton
of rGarden Hose,
A new supply
. .
1
T
and ruDDer. xiose tteeia, juawu iviuwera,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
suBi

P.reed vou.' mare to the best tro!
210
ting stallion in New Mexico.
Copper avenue.
.'r. hand concert by American
Lumber Company band at Casino,
Sunday afternoon.

(Totnpetent bookkeeper wanted
to take charge of office of largo
mercantile concern. Address "A.
H." In care Kvening Citizen. In
own handwriting, giving refer-- i
ences and HJilarv expected.
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Wholesale Distributors

Learnard & Lindemann

I

Largest music dealers In the
who liave engaged the eervlcesof

H. K Spencer
expert repulrman, formerly of the
STROPKH FACTORY, Chicago. 111.
Tuning and RefinUhlng

a

specialty.

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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